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ABSTRACT
Emotional intelligence (EI) is responsible for
professional development and adjustment of person
with environment. This study is intended to find out
role of emotional intelligence in reducing academic
stress in adolescence. Total 100 students of various
streams were chosen as a sample. A combined type of
tool was used to find out the results. It was found that
level of academic stress (AS) was inversely related to
the level of emotional intelligence. There was no
significant difference found on the basis of gender,
religion and type of family. It was also found that
academic stress level was directly related to number
of children in family. This study suggests that better
the emotional intelligence, better are the chances of
survival in stressful environment.
INTRODUCTION
Professional success which everyone desire,
depends upon many factors. Intelligence Quotient
(IQ) was once thought to be most important predictor
of success in professional life. But later it was realised
that success in all spheres of life depends not only on
IQ but also on other factors. One such entity is
Emotional intelligence.
In last few years emotional intelligence has
received much attention as being more responsible for
professional success in comparison to Intelligence

Quotient (IQ), the traditionally used measure of
intelligence1,2.
Salovey and Mayer defined emotional
intelligence as “the ability to monitor one's own and
others feelings and emotions, to discriminate among
them and to use this information to guide one's
3
thinking and actions” . Bar-On described that
emotional intelligence differs from cognitive
intelligence in the sense that it changes throughout
life and it can be improved through training and
relates to potential for success in achieving one's
4
aims .
Stress is a phenomenon that is common in
everyday life but when it is prolonged it can lead to
wide variety of physiological changes that may affect
one’s health and functioning. When an individual is
not able to cope with problems related to his work
then gradually he feels stressed and maladjusted in the
situation. The concept of emotional intelligence can
be used effectively to deal with these problems and
helps the individual to adjust in the society. There are
various phases in life when a person comparatively
feels more stressed. One of such phase is adolescence
period which is full of pressure, stress, strain, storm
and strife because it is a diversifying stage. It is a
period of transformation i.e. transformation from
childhood to adulthood 5.
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This period is generally characterised by
significant psychological, cognitive and emotional
changes due to pubertal development, emergence of
sexuality, social role definition, cognitive
development, school transitions and psychological –
developmental tasks such as separation –
individuation from parents, the search for identity,
6
and the search for intimate relationships . High EI is
considered to be a protective factor for mental and
7
physical health .
This study provides reliable information about
emotional intelligence and its influence in reducing
the stress level among the adolescents which affects
their prospective future.

Table No. 1: Sociodemographic Profile
Variable
1

2

3

Frequency(%)

Age in year
16

56(56%)

17

39(39%)

18

5(5%)

Gender
Male

57(57%)

Female

43(43%)

Religion
Hindu

92(92%)

Aims and Objective

Muslim

04(04%)

Aim of the study is to find out correlation
between the emotional intelligence and academic
stress and association this with selected demographic
variables.

Christian

03(03%)

Others

01(01%)

4

Material and method
The study was conducted in a private school of
Jaipur and a sample of 100 students was chosen
among 442 students of class 12th of various streams.
Convenient purposive sampling technique was used
to select the sample.
A combined type of tool (self structured scales)
was developed to fulfill the objectives of the study.
Reliability of the tool was assessed by spearmen’s brown prophecy formula. The data obtained was
assessed on the basis of descriptive and inferential
statistical tests. Correlation of adolescent’s emotional
intelligence and academic stress was analysed by
using Karls- Pearson correlation coefficient formula.
The level of significance was fixed at 0.01 or 0.05
levels to test the significance of difference for
correlation.
Results

2

5

Type of family
Nuclear

65(65%)

Joint

34(34%)

Distended

01(01%)

Number of children in family
1

05(5%)

2

65(65%)

3

25(25%)

>3

05(5%)

Table No. 2 : Frequency of subjects according to
their Emotional Intelligence (E.I.) scores
S.No. EI score

Frequency (%)

1

30-70(Low E.I.)

01(01%)

2

71-110 (Medium E.I.)

56(56%)

3

111-150 (High E.I.)

43(43%)
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Table No. 3 : Frequency of subjects according to
their Academic Stress (A.S.) scores.
S.No. A.S. Score (class)

Frequency (%)

1

20-46 ( low A.S.)

40(40%)

2

47-73 (moderate A.S.)

48(48%)

3

74-100 (severe A.S.)

12(12%)

Table No. 4 : Relationship between level of E.I. and
mean academic stress score.
S. E.I.S. Class
No.

Frequency Mean A.S.
Score

1

30-70(Low E.I.)

1

52.0

2

71-110 (Medium E.I.)

56

60.71

3

111-150 (High E.I.)

43

42.58

Table No. 5 : Relationship between level of A.S.
score and mean E.I. score.
S. AS SCORES
No. (class)

Frequency Mean E.I.
Scores

1

20-46 (low A.S.)

40

118.25

2

47-73 (Moderate AS)

48

102.19

3

74-100( severe AS)

12

105.67

Table No. 6 : The correlation coefficient (Karl’s
Pearson correlation coefficient) between EI Score
& AS Score.
Sample Variable Correlation P-value Result
size
used
coefficient
100

EIS and -0.5200
ASS

<0.01

Negative
significant

Table No. 7 : Correlation between number of
children in family and AS score.
Sample Variable Correlation P-value Result
size
used
coefficient
(r)
100

No. Of 0.2600
children
and ASS
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<0.01

r > p=
significant

Majority of the samples (95%) were of age range
16- 17 years, males were 57.0% and remaining 43%
were females. Out of the total 92% were Hindus,
followed by Muslims (4%) and Christian (3%) and
only 1% were belonged to other religion. Majority of
students (65%) belonged to nuclear family, 34%
belonged to joint family and only 1% belonged to
extended family. (Table No. 1)
Out of the total samples, 65% subjects belonged
to the families with 2 children, 25% respondents
belonged to the family of 3 children and similarly
5%each respondents belonged to the family of 1
children and more than 3 children. (Table No. 1)
Among the 100 samples 56(56%) students had
moderate level of emotional intelligence, whereas
43(43%) had high emotional intelligence and only 1%
were having low level EI. (Table No. 2)
Among the 100 samples, 48 (48%) students
experienced moderate level of academic stress, and
40 (40%) students experienced low level of academic
stress whereas only 12(12%) students experienced
high level of academic stress. (Table No. 3)
The correlation between the adolescents'
emotional intelligence and academic stress was
assessed (Table No. 6), it was found that there was a
significant negative correlation between the
adolescents' emotional intelligence and academic
stress. The Karl Pearson's coefficient correlation
formula was used and the score was r = - 0.5200 at
0.01 level of significance. So students who had high
emotional intelligence will develop low academic
stress. In case of the association between adolescents’
emotional intelligence and selected demographic
variables, none of the variables was found to be
statistically significant. Similarly in case of the
association between adolescents’ academic stress and
selected demographic variables, none of the variables
was found to be statistically significant where as the
variable number of children in the family only found
to be statistically significant with academic stress i.e.
greater number of children in family results in higher
academic stress. (Table No. 7)
3
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However, there was a significant negative
correlation between the adolescent’s emotional
intelligence and their academic stress. It reveals that
the students who had high level of emotional
intelligence will experience low level of academic
stress and moderate level of emotional intelligence
will experience moderate or high level of academic
stress.
DISCUSSION
Our study shows that person who is lower on
academic stress score is better on emotional
intelligence score. This signifies the fact that
whatever may be the level of stress imposed by
academic or work environment, the person with better
emotional intelligence will have higher chance of
being survived and get success in comparatively more
stress full fields. Several other studies also support
this finding including Dehshir 8, Hafezi et al.9, Maki
Poor et al.10, Barriball et al.11 and Birkez et al.12.
Similar results have been observed in few other
13-15
studies conducted on medical and nursing students, .
16
However, Suliman indicated no relationship
between emotional social intelligence and learning
abilities or between their relationships to academic
success. In our study no significant difference of
emotional intelligence and academic stress was found
between male and female. This findings is supported
17
by other studies like that of Beisecker who claimed
that difference between genders are usually not
significant especially in self rated emotional
18
inventories, and that of Manas who concluded that
there was no statistically significant difference of
emotional intelligence and academic stress between
boys and girls.
No significant association of age with emotional
intelligence and stress is found in our study. This
finding may be the result of narrow age range of our
19
20
sample. As Goleman and Bar-On reported a
positive correlation between EI and age. Considering
stress and number of children in family, it was found
that individual with greater number of children in
family have higher academic stress though birth order
4

of the individual hase no association with stress and
emotional intelligence. This is in concordance with
other study which found that EI score is not different
with respect to birth order21.
CONCLUSION
This study gives us a synopsis of stress level in
modern adolescents and various factors influencing
emotional intelligence and stress in adolescence. If
one knows his emotional intelligence level and
capacity to cope with stress, he can have better insight
in choosing his academic or working area. Improving
family environment and modifying the factors that are
influencing person’s emotional intelligence can help
reducing excessive stress.
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Clinical and Demographic Profile of Epilepsy Patients in Rural India
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ABSTRACT :
Objective: The study attempted to evaluate the
clinical and demographic profile with management of
epileptic patients along with treatment cost and
treatment gap in these patients.
Methods : The prospective study was done in a
Community Health Centre in district Churu,
Rajasthan, India under the auspices of Epilepsy Care
and Research foundation. It included 6993 epileptic
patients from majority of states from all over India
from 1994 to 2018. Seizures were classified
according to ILAE Classification (1981). The records
were maintained by entry of details of each patient on
epilepsy card.
Results : Male: Female ratio was 2.51. The
median age was 26 years. Most of the patients (86%)
were from rural areas. GTCS was the most common
seizure type accounting for 67%. In 68% of the
patients no cause could be found for the seizures.
49.2% patients were controlled on monotherapy. The
most common drug used was phenytoin followed by
phenobarbitone. The average cost per month for the
patients who were on monotherapy was Rupees 97.
Non compliance of the drug was found to be the most
common cause of the recurrent episodes of seizures.
Treatment gap was seen in 37% of the patients.
Conclusion : Maximum patients can be
managed at rural centre without sophisticated

investigations and with minimal cost of drugs per
month. There is still a huge treatment gap among
epileptic population in our country which requires
more awareness of the disease.
Keywords : Clinical and Demographic profile,
Treatment, Epilepsy
INTRODUCTION
Epilepsy has become a health problem in the
entire world. Several studies are available from
developed and developing countries regarding the
1-3
epidemiology of epilepsy . In various studies from
India the given epidemiology ranges from 1.228 to
8.87 per 10004. Epileptic patient may sometimes have
to suffer with
significant disability, social
stigmatization, problems in education, employment,
personal development, social and personal
5
relationships . This poor health awareness and
misbeliefs about the disease are more common in
rural areas and it is estimated that seventy percent of
Indians are settled in rural areas6. Majority of the
epileptics come in low and middle income group, and
they do not take treatment despite the availability of
effective and affordable medication. The most
significant problem being faced in epilepsy
management is the non compliance 7 . Nonaffordability and limited availability of drugs,
inadequate knowledge, negative attitude, lack of
counseling etc. has resulted in non compliance of anti
epileptic drugs8.
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This study was conducted with aims to study the
clinical profile of epilepsy in rural set up, to classify
the seizures according to International League against
Epilepsy Classification (1981), and evaluate the
commonest types of and clinical characteristics of
epilepsy and pharmacological management in these
patients. It also aimed to identify the factors
responsible for uncontrolled epilepsy, to find out any
possible relationship between socio economical and
or other demographic features of the epilepsy patients
and to identify factors that would potentially be
amenable to intervention.

Class 1 : High skilled worker/ professional/
businessman/ managers/large scale traders/
contractors
Class 2 : Senior government employee
Class 3 : Junior government employee/middlescale trader/high scale farming/religious or
community leader and clergy/retiree/teacher/
technicians
Class 4 : Artisan/security agents/sentries

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Class5 : Unemployed/student/apprentice/
subsistence farming/ driver/ motorcyclist/ laborer/
messenger/low-level skilled worker.

Study area and Study population -

Data collection and analysis -

The prospective study was done in centre
situated at Ratannagar, a Community Health Centre in
district Churu under the auspices of Epilepsy Care
and Research foundation, an NGO involved with
epilepsy work. It included 6993 epileptic patients
who visited the centre from majority of states from all
over India from 1994 to 2018. Informed consent was
taken from all patients who were included in the
study.

1.

Minimum of 2 unprovoked seizures occurring
more than 24 hours apart.

2.

At least 1 unprovoked seizure and a probability
of further seizures similar to general recurrence
risk after 2 unprovoked seizures, occurring over
the next 10 years.

Detailed clinical history was taken followed by
general physical and detailed neurological
examination as per performa. Seizures were classified
according to International League Against Epilepsy
Classification (1981). Routine blood tests were done
only in limited patients due to non – availability and
limited resources. Computerized tomographic(CT)
scan of head and electroencephalogram(EEG) were
done in some patients who could afford. All the
patients attending the camp on first Tuesday of every
month were enrolled. Epilepsy cards containing all
details were recorded by a neurologist. All patients
were given medicines every month free to ensure
better compliance. On follow up, all patients were
screened for compliance and epilepsy control by a
team of doctors. All patients were also provided with
an identity card. The data of these patients were
statistically evaluated.

3.

Diagnosis of an epilepsy syndrome.

RESULTS

Operational definition 9

Epilepsy is defined by any one of the following :

Socioeconomic status Modified socioeconomic scoring of educational
qualification and occupation into classes 1–5 was
used for the study, by assigning socioeconomic scores
to education and occupation10.
The RMJ Issue Dec- 2019

This study included 6993 patients with epilepsy.
Demographic profile There was male preponderance (male – 71.5%
and female – 28.5%) with a male to female ratio of
2.51:1. The median age was 26 years with most of
them below 30 years of age(Table 1). Most of the
7
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persons with epilepsy belonged to rural areas (n =
6013, 86%). Upto 76% of the total epileptic patients
were either illiterate or were educated upto 10th
standard, 15% had education upto high
school/college and 9% were graduates. Of the total
patients 37% did not consult first with anallopathic
doctor. 14% of them visited quacks first, 9% went to
faith healers, 5% to tantricks. 5% had Ayurvedic with
4% had Homeopathic consultation (Table 4). Most of
the patients belonged to low socio economic status.
61% of patients belonged to class 5 economic status,
11% were of class 4 and 18% were of class 3.
Type of seizure and the precipitating factor among
study participants Of the seizure types, 67% (n = 4685) had
generalized seizures, 21% (n = 1469) had complex
partial seizures(Table 2). Most common precipitating
factor for recurrent seizures was non compliance
(35%) followed by fever (22%) and sleep deprivation
(20%)(Table 3).
Clinical profile and associated symptoms of seizuresThe clinical profile and associated symptoms of
seizures is given in table 1. About 20% of the patients
(n = 1399) had aura. 350 patients among them had
disturbance in smell. 699 participants suffered from
motor aura like lip smacking and chewing. Many
patients suffered from cognitive and behavioral
disturbances. 12% (n = 839) had mental retardation,
22%(n = 1538) had behavioral disorders and 48%(n =
3357) had loss of memory. Moreover, post ictal
confusion/headache was present in 51% of the
patients (n = 3566) and it was predominantly seen in
GTCS. Tongue bite was seen in 16% of the patients
and urinary incontinence was seen in 18% of the
patients. After going into the detailed history 4%
patients (n = 280) had family history of epilepsy in
one of the relatives. About 19% of the patients ( n =
1329) suffered from focal neurological deficit in the
form of hemiparesis, hemiplegia, monoparesis,
monoplegia, cranial nerve palsies and slurring of
speech. (Table 3)
8

Current marital status Out of total 6993 subjects studied 2657 patients
were married. Of these 2657 married patients, 797
were well adjusted in their marriage, 1594 patients
admit to problems in their marriage and 266 were
divorced or separated.
Current AED use and treatment gap 49.2% of the patients were controlled on
monotherapy and 29.6% required dual therapy Only
21.2% of the patients required more than 2 drugs to
control seizures. Phenytoin sodium was the most
commonly identified AED, used by 51%(n = 3566) of
all treated cases followed by phenobarbitone used by
48%(n = 3357) of the cases. (Table 5) In dual therapy
most common combination of drug used were
phenytoin with phenobarbitone followed by
phenytoin and clobazam and then phenytoin and
sodium valproate and sodium valproate and
carbamazepine. Treatment gap in our study was 37%.
62.8% of these patients belonged to low income
status. Also of them approximately 95% of the
patients were either illiterate or had education just
upto 10th standard.
Economic burden of epilepsy The study found that the average cost per month
for the patients who were on monotherapy was
Rupees 97. The patients who were on dual therapy the
average cost per month was Rupees 321 and the
average cost per patient including the patients who
were on polytherapy and more than 2 drugs was
Rupees 428.7 per month (Table 6).
DISCUSSION
Demographic profile In this study a total of 6993 patients were
included. Their median age of onset of seizure was 26
years with majority of them below 30 years of age
which is in consistency with earlier study by done in
199811. In previously done studies 12-14, majority of the
patients had onset of seizures before the age of 20
years. The rates are low in patients above 40 years of
The RMJ Issue Dec- 2019
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age15-17. The onset of seizures continued to rise with
increasing age only in Rochester study1. There was
one study which depicted a bimodal distribution of
age in which first peak was seen during early
childhood and 2nd during later age of life at their 70s
18, 19
and 80s . Increasing incidence of strokes and head
injuries in India in later stages of life may be
responsible for this second peak18.
The overall preponderance of male over females
was observed in this study which was consistent with
20
other studies done in last several years . Several
cultural factors and comparatively higher mortality
among female children due to poor care may lead to
this high prevalence in male. In contrast almost
similar prevalence rate in male and females was seen
12, 13
in Radhakrishnan et al. and Das et al . Also in a
study done in rural Tanzanian district female
preponderance was reported21.
Maximum patients in our study belonged to
rural population which is similar to the other several
studies, however the percentage was higher in our
study13, 18, 22. There are several factors which contribute
to this urban and rural difference. They are poor
antenatal/postnatal care, malnutrition, birth injury,
increased incidence of infections, high rates of head
injuries, and also limited health services in rural
regions.
There is quite a big difference between
management of epilepsy in developing countries as
compared to that in the developed countries. In most
developing countries, immediate medical attention is
not given to patients with seizures as seizures may not
be considered as an emergency. So majority of the
initial consultations are with traditional healers. It
was seen in a study from an urban centre that 40% of
the epileptic patients opted for treatment other than
consulting allopathic doctor, with a preference to
23
sorcery or voodoo by 28.8% of people . In Nigeria,
when enquired almost 90% of the patients had a belief
that doctors can effectively treat epilepsy, large
number of population, that is, 33% still preferred to
The RMJ Issue Dec- 2019

combine medical treatment with sorcery or native
treatment23. In our study, among the patients who tried
out alternative treatment, the most common recourse
was to quaks followed by faith healers, Ayurveda and
homeopathy.
In our study 61% of study population of case
group was from class 5 economic status and 11% of
them were from class 4. These patients were
considered as belonging to low income group. Similar
24
result has been published by Mac et al and Mian MF
et al25 in their studies who also mentioned that socioeconomic status has an important role in the etiology
of epilepsy. Pangariya et al also concluded that low
socioeconomic and educational status was linked to
lesser approach to specialist care28.
Type of seizure and the precipitating factors
Generalized seizure was the most common
seizure type(67%) followed by complex partial
seizure(21%) which is similar to the other studies
26,27
done in India . Whilein other studies rate of
generalized seizures has been reported as high as
88%29. In contrast focal seizure was the most common
type of seizure in two other performed hospital based
30, 31
studies . Rochester study was an exception to our
29
study in which 60% patients had partial seizures .
This difference in our study can be attributed to the
difference in history narrated by their relatives, as
many times the initial part of seizure is missed and it is
witnessed once it has generalized. In our study the
most common precipitating factor for recurrent
episodes of seizures was non compliance followed by
fever and sleep deprivation. On the contrary in a study
done in a tertiary care hospital excitation followed by
emotional stress were most common precipitating
factors which was further followed by fever and non
31
compliance .
Clinical profile and associated symptoms of
seizures
In our study 20% of the patients had aura. Of
them 350 patients had disturbance in smell and 699
participants suffered from motor aura like lip
9
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smacking and chewing. Study done by Ashwin et. all
in Pondichery although studied less patients as
compared to us but the percentage of these aural
symptoms were highly consistent with our study33. A
positive family history was found in 4% of patients in
our series as compared to 7.2% to 32% in various
other studies34-35. Various superstitions in their family
members can partly lead to reluctance to reveal a
disease.12% were diagnosed with mental retardation
in our study. This was in consistency with other
11
34
studies by RK Sureka et al and Razdan S et al and
was lower than Rantanen's study on children with
epilepsy that reported that cognitive function was
mildly retarded in 22%, and moderately to severely
38
retarded in 28% . Tongue bite was seen in 16% of the
patients and urinary incontinence was seen in 16% of
the epileptic patients. This percentage was higher than
34
the study by Ashwin et al In our study about 19% of
the patients suffered from focal neurological deficit
which was similar to another study done in
33
Pondicherry .
Current marital status
Of the total patients who underwent treatment
only 2657(37.99%) patients were married. This less
percentage firstly could be attributed due to the fact
that 36.13% patients were under age 20 and others
were unmarried due to various social stigmas in the
society. This was same as of the study done in
Tanzania in 201639. Similar observations were noted
in the study by Pangariya et al28. They also found that
most people not belonging to lower socioeconomic
groups would rather not marry a woman with
epilepsy. In our study of all the married patients 797
patients were well adjusted in their marriage, 1594
patients admits to problems in their marriage and 266
were divorced. The percentage of divorced patients
were less in our study in comparison to Tanzanian
39
study .
Current AED use and treatment gap The most frequently used antiepileptic drug was
phenytoin sodium followed by phenobarbitone. In
10

previously done study the most frequently used
antiepileptic drug was sodium valproate either alone
or in combination, followed by carbamazepine,
phenytoin sodium, clobazam, vigabatrin, diazepam
40
and phenobarbitone . 49.2% patients in our study
were controlled on monotherapy. This was also
similar to the results of other study were patients were
mostly chronic and 50% were controlled on
11
monotherapy .
In contrast, in the study of Reynold and
Shorvon, it was stated that 80 to 90% of the newly
41
diagnosed patients could be controlled on one drug .
In our study 29.6% patients required 2 drugs to
control seizures and 21.2% required more than 2
drugs. This percentage of patients who required more
than 2 drugs was more when compared with one study
done in Rajasthan11 and lower than in a study from
Newzealand where incidence was 38%42. The most
common side effects seen were acne and gingival
hyperplasia with phenytoin, Alopecia, weight gain
and menstrual irregularities with sodium valproate;
Hyperactivity in children with phenobarbitone.
11
Similar results are reported in other studies . In our
study the treatment gap was 37%. Of them majority
were from low income group and were illiterate or
had education upto 10th standard. In one systematic
review there was a wide range of difference of the
treatment gap between various countries estimated
43
from active epilepsy . In China (Province of Taiwan),
Norway, Singapore, the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, the United States of
America, and select populations in Argentina, Brazil
and France gap was 10% or less. On the contrary,
treatment gaps were greater than 95% in China,
Ethiopia, the Gambia, the Lao People’s Democratic
Republic, Nigeria, Pakistan, Panama, Togo, Uganda,
the United Republic of Tanzania and Zambia. There
was a wide range of treatment gaps being observed
within countries as well. For example, in urban
middle income population treatment gaps in India
ranged from 22% to 90% in a sample of rural
44, 45
villages .
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Economic burden of epilepsy The most important cost category in a patient
with epilepsy is cost of AEDs. In our study it was seen
that majority patients were controlled on
monotherapy or dual therapy. The average cost per
month for patients who were on monotherapy was
Rupees 97 and who were controlled on dual therapy
was Rupees 321. This showed that with cost less than
Rupees 350 majority of the epileptic patients can be
cured. This is similar to previous studies reported
45
from Nigeria , and in most countries worldwide. In
our study the average annual cost of the AEDs
required per patient was Rupees 5,144.4. In a study
done in South India the total annual cost per patient
amounted to Rupees 13,755 which was more in
comparison to our study46. This could possibly be
explained by the lower cost of older and cheaper
antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) used in our study.
Probably due to the use of cheaper generic
antiepileptic drugs costs from developing countries
like Burundi, Columbia, and India were same as of
our study47, 48.

Table No. 2: Percentage distribution of seizure
types
SEIZURE TYPE

NUMBER OF % OF
PATIENTS PATIENTS

GTCS

4685

67

Complex partial
Seizures

1469

21%

Simple partial
Seizures

350

5%

Secondary
Generalization

454

6.5%

Unclassifiable

35

0.5%

Table No. 3: Associated predisposing factors for
epilepsy with precipitating factors for recurrent
episodes of seizures
Associated Predisposing factor

Percentage

No predisposing factor

68%

Hypoxic Ischemic Insult

11%

Infections

10%

Table No. 1 : Age wise percentage distribution of
person with epilepsy

Family History

4%

AGE GROUP
(YEARS)

NUMBER OF
PATIENTS

% OF
PATIENTS

Mental Retardation

12%

Trauma

2%

0-10

1065

15.23 %

Cerebral palsy

2%

11-20

1462

20.9 %

Behavioral disorder

22%

21-30

2549

36.45 %

Focal deficit

19%

Febrile seizures

5%

31-40

1078

15.42 %

Loss of memory

48%

41-50

529

7.56 %

Sleep deprivation

20%

51-60

176

2.52 %

Non compliance

35%

ABOVE 60

134

1.92 %

Watching TV

3%

Physical exhaustion

5%

Acute stress

13%

Fever

22%

Others

2%
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Table No. 4: First Consultation First Consultation

Percentage

still there is a huge treatment gap among epileptic
population in our country which requires more
awareness of the disease in Indian population.

Neurologist/Physician

63%

Quack

14%

Faith Healers

9%

Authors would like to thank Almighty and
colleagues for helping them in this.

Tantrik

5%

FUNDING - No funding sources

Ayurvedic

5%

CONFLICT OF INTEREST

Homeopathic

4%

None of the authors has any competing interests
to declare. We confirm that we have read the Journal's
position on issues involved in ethical publication and
affirm that this paper is consistent with those
guidelines.

Table No. 5: Drugs used in Epilepsy
Drug

Number of patients Percentage

Phenytoin Sodium

3566

51%

Phenobarbitone

3357

48%

Levetiracitam

1678

24%

Sodium valproate

1469

21%

Carbamazepine

979

14%

Clobazam

699

10%
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Case Control Study of P300 and P100 Components of Visual Event Related
Potentials in Dyslexic Children during Target Detection Task
Madhvika Shah*, Bhoopendra Patel**, Jitendra Kumar Gupta***, Kapil Gupta***, Abhishek Saini****,
Kavita Yadav*****, Amit Tak*, Amitabh Dube******

ABSTRACT
Background : Dyslexia is a developmental
disorder characterized by reading difficulties, and is
not directly associated with any impairments in
general intelligence or gross neurological deficits.
Researchers have been trying for decades to explore
the aberrant neural mechanisms underlying dyslexia
using Event Related Potential (ERP) studies. ERPs
can help in exploration of various facets of
neurophysiology of language through dysfunction in
reading as exemplified by assessing the salience of
the disease process of Dyslexia.
Objective : The present study tried to explore
the underlying neural dynamics involved in
attentional and related cognitive profile making use of
variables of Event Related Potentials (P300 and P100
components) in Dyslexic children with reading
difficulty.
Material and Methods : The Present study was
a case-control type of observational study, conducted
between year 2017 to 2019 in the Department of
Physiology in collaboration with Department of
Paediatrics, S.M.S Medical College and Attached
Hospitals, Jaipur. The study population consisted of
40 Dyslexics and equal number of age and sex
matched healthy controls, aged 8-12 years. After
obtaining a written informed consent Visual ERPs
were recorded from F3, F4, C3, C4, P3, P4, P5, P6,

P7, P8, PO7 and PO8 electrode sites. Stimulus
protocol was based on Posner’s cueing task, which
consisted of standard pictures of Sun and Moon which
were targets that appeared at particular pre – specified
time – intervals. The participants were instructed to
respond to the targets. The amplitudes and latencies of
P100 and P300 wave – form obtained were analyzed
to compare the activity of both the hemispheres
between Dyslexics and Controls and within the
Dyslexics and Controls.
Results : The Interhemispheric comparison of
P100 wave – form within Dyslexics revealed
significantly (p<0.05) shorter latency at P8 (116.22 ±
10.53 ms) and PO8 electrode sites in Dyslexic
children (115.23 ± 10.38 ms) as compared to P7
(122.61 ± 12.43 ms) and PO7 electrode sites (120.32
± 11.35 ms), respectively. Similarly, comparison of
P300 wave – form of Dyslexics also indicated a
significantly shorter latency at P4 electrode site
(345.37 ± 37.65 ms) as compared to P3 (365.88 ±
45.10 ms). However, such a statistically appreciable
difference across parietal interhemispheric domains
could not be appreciated in control healthy children
population who did not have difficulty in reading.
Conclusion : The segregated and non – synced
neuronal pools within dyslexics underlying the EEG
electrode lead pairs of parietal and parieto – occipital
regions (P7 & P8 and PO7 & PO8 EEG electrode lead
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pair for P 100 wave – form) and parietal region (P3
and P4 for P300 wave – from) show differential
activation and or processing periods (p<0.05) in terms
of shortened latencies from both exogenous stimulus
– locked phenomenon and endogenous cognition –
locked singularity (occurrence). Such a phenomenon
could possibly reflect a deranged cross – talk amongst
the dedicated neuronal pools as reflected in short
latencies in dyslexics, a reflection of dysfunctional
mirror neuron system, with subsequent disability to
generate virtual image of written (print) language words
in the stochastic virtual phase – space of human mind.
Key Words : Dyslexia, event related potentials,
latency, amplitude, target detection and attention.
INTRODUCTION
Dyslexia (or specific reading disability) is
defined as an unexpected difficulty in accuracy or
fluency of reading written, structured and established
language commensurate with an individual’s
chronological age, intelligence, level of education
and professional status.1 Reading per se denotes a
synthesis of varied neural processes, a skill that
exemplifies the underlying neurophysiological
mechanisms of visual information processing,
attentional mechanisms, word processing inclusive of
letter identification, semantics, syntax, word
registration, recognition, retrieval and oculomotor
control.2 Reynolds and Besner3 suggested that
attention is a critical, overlooked component, integral
for translating print into speech, necessary for
achieving fluent reading 3 . Attention is a
neurophysiological process of active information
selection and processing wherein dedicated neural
network resources are funnelled onto most relevant
stimuli within the constraints of space – time with
subsequent neglect and filtering of less and non –
relevant stimuli that in the process enable an
individual to respond to the stimulus and initiate and
achieve the selected stimuli – locked goal-oriented
action, accordingly4.
16

Dyslexia, occurs across all known languages of
respective cultures, accompanies an individual
throughout the lifespan and interferes with academic
achievement or activities of daily living that require
5
reading skills . The prevalence rate of dyslexia in
India in 8 – 11 years school going children is 11.2% 6.
Temple et a7 had put forward the hypothesis that
dyslexia could probably be a consequence of
disruption of linkage between the phonological and
orthographic processes that forms an inherent part of
7
8
reading. Turkeltaub et al documented an asymmetry
in activity of human brain during the task of learning
to read, with an increased activity in left- hemisphere
middle temporal and inferior frontal gyrus and
decreased activity in right inferotemporal cortical
areas.8 Attention defects, such as the presence of
asymmetric visual attention, slower visual search
speed and problems in focusing attention have been
observed in individuals with dyslexia9.
Hari and Renvall et al10 suggested that sluggish
attentional shifts serve as the pathophysiological link
between neuronal-level disorders and behavioral
10
11
deficits in dyslexic subjects . Facoetti et al
concluded that the children with dyslexia showed a
slower attentional capture than controls11. supporting
Hari and Renvall’s hypothesis that attentional shifting
in children with dyslexia is sluggish.
The use of event-related potentials (ERPs)
allows the investigation of rapid information
12
processing . Additionally, its high temporal
resolution enables the isolation of the early and late
information processing stages that occur within 1s
and may be related to the core psychopathology of
individuals with dyslexia. These two ERP
components on the timeline i.e., P100 (positive
observed at around 100 ms post – stimulus) and P300
(positive observed at around 300 ms post – stimulus)
may be useful in assessment of early and late
cognitive information processing neural systems in
children with developmental dyslexia. Therefore, the
The RMJ Issue Dec- 2019
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present study was designed wherein the said ERP
components were used to explore spatial and
conscious attention neural mechanisms in occipital
and parietal regions. This type of target – detection
task employed is considered to be effective for
evaluating covert attention during visual processing12.
It has been hypothesized that children with dyslexia
tend to register late on the ERP timeline but relatively
accurately to stimuli that require processing
involving visual attention. In addition, an asymmetric
ERP hemispheric profile to the stimulus, that reflect
an increased difficulty and an effortful processing
within the right hemisphere as compared to that
observed along the left hemispheric EEG lead pairs
during attentional processing has also been
hypothesized based on earlier findings of Kang et al13.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The present study was conducted in the
Department of Physiology, in association with
Department of Pediatrics at S.M.S. Medical College
and Attached Hospitals, Jaipur after obtaining the
desired clearance from Institutional Research Review
Board (IRRB) and Ethics Committee of the
Institution. The Present study was a case-control type
of observational study, conducted between year 2017
to 2019. The study population consisted of 40
Dyslexics children (cases) and equal number of age
and sex matched healthy controls, aged 8-12 years.
All the subjects recruited were right handed, school
going children with normal IQ, normal Visual Acuity.
Children with history of any other neurological
illnesses other than dyslexia like Attention Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder, any other learning
disabilities, mental retardation and or any chronic
illness were excluded from the study.
Dyslexia diagnosis criteria : Dyslexia is
essentially a clinical diagnosis that include reading
disability in spite of normal intelligence levels. The
impairment is detected and diagnosed through a
S.L.D, Battery. Dyslexia has been newly named as a
The RMJ Issue Dec- 2019

subtype of Specific Learning Disorder (S.L.D.) in the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental
Disorders (DSM-5: APA, 2013)14.
Procedure :
Prior informed written consent was obtained
from parents and guardians and an assent was taken
from participating children. Procedure of the
experiment was thoroughly explained before
including the participants in the proposed research
plan. The subjects were instructed to wash their scalp
with shampoo, the night before the commencement of
EEG recording and should abstain from the use of hair
creams, hair-oils and/or sprays. Subjects were also
instructed to avoid all foods and drinks containing
caffeine for at least 2 hours prior to the initiation of the
test procedure.
EEG and ERP recording, Analysis and
Quantification
Subjects were seated on an ergonomic wooden
chair in a sound attenuated, dimly lit air-conditioned
room. The room temperature was maintained at 25°C.
EEG was recorded using saline soaked (at least for 2
hours prior to the start) Ag/AgCl surface electrodes
which were secured using a silicon bracket cap that
was positioned on the subject’s head according to
known anatomical landmarks (Bloom and Anneveld,
1982)15. Electrodes were placed on F3, F4, C3, C4, P3,
P4, P5, P6, P7, P8, PO7, PO8 regions of the scalp
16
according to the International 10-10 System . The
reference electrode was applied on the right mastoid
and an electrode placed at the forehead served as
ground.
Raw EEG was recorded using Brain Electro
Scan System (BESS) version 4.0 (Axxonet Systems
Technologies Ltd., India). The electrode impedance
was kept below 5 Ù and electrical activities were
amplified using an amplifier. A band pass filter of 0.5
to 70 Hz & notch filter of 50 Hz with a delta of 6 were
applied in order to remove the electrical line noise and
17
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for smoothening of the waveform respectively. The
raw EEG recordings were digitized at a sampling rate
of 512 Hz.
The data (recording) was displayed on a
computer screen and all the recordings proceeded
with running a baseline EEG for few minutes to
ensure clean data acquisition. Once the EEG waves
stabilized, the stimulus protocol was loaded and the
data acquisition was started. The EEG was time
locked for obtaining ERPs using the predefined
stimulus protocol which consisted of the presentation
of standardized pictures of Sun and Moon in a
Posner’s cuing task17. The data acquisition began with
presentation of a central fixation cross for 500 ms,
which was followed by peripheral cue either to the left
or right for 50 ms. The cue was followed by a blank
screen for 200 ms, after which a target (sun/moon)
was displayed for 300 ms with an interstimulus delay
1200 ms.
There were 120 correct cue trials, 120 opposite
cue trials and 80 no cue trials. Participants were asked
to press 1 on seeing image of Sun and 2 on seeing
image of Moon. Data from correct cue condition was
used for analysis. The raw EEG data thus obtained for
the two-task series was then subjected to further
analysis by the BESS software, where epochs were
separated out for the two group separately and for

each task using a pre-stimulus interval of 100 ms and
an epoch length of 1200 ms. Epochs in which the EEG
signal exceeded ± 100 µV were rejected from further
analysis. The data was then selectively averaged
separately for each electrode site, for cases and
control. The time window used for amplitude and
latency detection for P100 and P300 components of
ERPs was 90-150 ms and 250-450 ms, respectively.
‘Local peak’ latency and ‘local peak’ amplitude of the
P100 and P300 waveform was then calculated from
the obtained average ERP waveform using stipulated
time window of this ERP component.
Quantitative data was expressed in percentage,
proportion and mean ± standard deviation.
Significance of difference in means and proportions
was inferred by paired ‘t’ test and Chi-square test,
respectively. The level of significance was assigned at
p-value less than 0.05. Statistical analysis was
performed with the SPSS, version 21 for Windows
statistical software package (SPSS inc., Chicago, IL,
USA).
RESULTS
The mean age of controls was higher (11.15
Years) as compared to the cases (11.07 Years) and the
comparison showed no statistically significant
difference (p > 0.05) in age among Dyslexics and
Controls.

Table No. 1 : The Comparison of mean Latency (ms) of P100 and P300 component of ERP among
Dyslexics and Controls at various electrode sites
Electrode
Site
F3
F4
C3

18

Mean
P100
Latency (ms)

Standard
Deviation

p-value

Mean
P300
Latency (ms)

Standard
Deviation

p-value

Case

123.15

9.04

0.56

334.83

48.96

1.00

Control

121.94

9.31

334.89

45.99

Case

119.85

9.56

350.02

50.06

Control

119.82

9.30

347.56

49.76

Case

122.11

11.78

333.03

35.13

Control

121.36

12.52

348.98

46.98

0.99
0.78

0.83
0.09
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C4
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
PO7
PO8

Case

118.85

11.49

Control

120.79

13.77

Case

119.11

12.02

Control

118.70

12.04

Case

120.78

10.21

Control

119.66

14.65

Case

118.47

11.43

Control

122.04

12.69

Case

118.71

9.99

Control

119.14

13.76

Case

122.61

12.28

Control

121.75

10.92

Case

116.22

10.39

Control

119.14

14.23

Case

120.32

11.20

Control

121.76

10.67

Case

115.23

10.25

Control

120.88

11.88

0.50
0.88
0.70
0.20
0.87
0.74
0.30
0.56
0.03*

340.92

45.99

356.67

52.56

365.88

45.10

372.81

55.81

345.37

37.65

362.53

39.96

366.88

46.54

375.76

53.04

355.52

39.81

361.13

46.51

361.49

49.11

377.10

46.29

349.71

42.25

371.51

50.34

350.26

40.82

368.51

42.13

330.73

32.84

354.59

43.41

0.16
0.54
0.05
0.24
0.56
0.25
0.04*
0.05
0.01*

*Significant = p-value <0.05
Table No. 2. Interhemispheric Comparison of Mean Latencies (ms) of P100 and P300 component of
ERP in Dyslexics
Electrodes Mean Latencies
Site
P100 (ms)

Standard
Deviation

p-value

P300 Mean
Latency (ms)

Standard
Deviation

pvalue

0.12

334.83

48.96

0.17

350.02

50.06

333.03

35.13

340.92

45.99

365.88

45.10

345.37

37.65

366.88

46.54

355.52

39.81

361.49

49.11

349.71

42.25

342.76

42.03

330.73

32.84

F3

123.15

9.15

F4

119.85

9.68

C3

122.11

11.93

C4

118.85

11.64

P3

119.11

12.17

P4

120.78

10.34

P5

118.47

11.57

P6

118.71

10.12

P7

122.61

12.43

P8

116.22

10.53

PO7

120.32

11.35

PO8

115.23

10.38
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0.22
0.51
0.92
0.02*
0.04*

0.39
0.03*
0.24
0.25
0.16
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Figure 1. Comparison of Mean Latencies (ms) of P100
between Dyslexics and Controls

Figure 2. Comparison of Mean Latencies (ms) of P300
between Cases and Controls
20
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Figure 3. Interhemispheric Comparison of
P100 Mean Latency (ms) in Dyslexics

Figure 4. Interhemispheric Comparison of
P300 Mean Latency (ms) in Dyslexics
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The latencies of P100 wave – form, the exogenous
ERP component, differed significantly (p < 0.05) between
Dyslexics and Controls at PO8 EEG electrode pair with
higher latency in Controls (120.88 ± 11.88 ms) as
compared to the values observed in Dyslexics (115.23 ±
10.25 ms) (p – value of 0.03) (Table No. 1 and Figure
number 1). The endogenous component of ERP, P300
wave – form, had a significantly less latency at P8 EEG
electrode pair (349.71 ± 42.25 ms) of Dyslexics as
compared to that observed in Controls (371.51 ± 50.34 ms)
(p – value of 0.04). Moreover, dyslexics exhibited shorter
latency at PO8 EEG electrode pair (330.73 ± 32.84 ms) as
compared to the values observed in control population
(354.59 ± 43.41 ms) (p – value of 0.01) (Table number 1;
Figure number 2).
The P100 wave – form showed shorter latency at P8
EEG electrode pair (116.22 ± 10.53 ms) as compared to P7
EEG electrode pair (122.61 ± 12.43 ms) electrode that was
statistically significant (p – value of 0.02) and similar
statistically significant difference (p value 0f 0.04) was
observed at PO8 EEG electrode pair in Dyslexic children
(115.23 ± 10.38 ms) as compared to that observed at PO7
EEG electrode pair (120.32 ± 11.35 ms) (Table number 2;
Figure number 3).
The P300 wave – form of Dyslexics also showed a
shorter latency that was statistically significant (p value of
0.03) at P4 EEG electrode pair (345.37 ± 37.65 ms) as
compared to that observed at P3 EEG electrode pair
(365.88.59 ± 45.10 ms). (Table number 2; Figure number
4). However, such a statistically app r e c i a b l e d i f f e r e
n c e a c r o s s p a r i e t a l interhemispheric domains could
not be appreciated in control healthy children population
who did not have difficulty in reading. In other words, such
statistically significant interhemispheric asymmetry in
neural dynamics, in terms of latencies and amplitudes of
P100 and P300 wave – forms could not be appreciated in
age and sex matched control children.
DISCUSSION
The attentional mechanisms underlying entrainment
and funneling of sensations of vision onto
neurophysiological visual seemingly is a critical
component and integral mechanistic neural process that
goes into the interplay of print vision and translation and
transliteration of the same into a cogent, coherent and lucid
audition that mirrors the written (print) language. This
22

interplay of neuronal pools sub – serving attention, vision,
the interface between vision and language (underpinnings
of mirror neuron system) and subsequently corresponding
language neurophysiological system with its antecedent
auditory output forms the substrate of the output
phenomenon of spoken speech (or reading).
The present study tried to explore the underlying
neural dynamics involved in attentional and related
cognitive profile making use of variables of Event Related
Potentials (latency and amplitude) in children with reading
difficulty, Dyslexia
There is differential activation and or processing of
neuronal pools underlying PO8 EEG electrode lead pair as
evinced by statistical short latency period of P 100 wave –
form in Dyslexics as compared with that of control
children who did not have reading difficulty.
It was also observed that latency of P300 wave –
form of P8 and PO8 EEG electrode lead pair was
statistically short in Dyslexics as compared to that
observed in control age and sex matched population.
Another relevant observation was a differential
sectorial activation and or processing of both P 100 (P7 &
P8 and PO7 & PO8 EEG electrode lead pair) and P 300
wave – form (P3 and P4 EEG electrode lead pair) in
children with dyslexia with a statistically significant short
latency in right EEG lead pairs for both the exogenous and
endogenous components of ERPs, wherein both the
attentional and consequent cognitive mechanisms were
out of sync.
The E.R.P findings of our study are supported by the
findings by Shaywitz and Shaywitz et al1 through their
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) that a seeming
disruption in left cortical hemisphere regions of readers
with dyslexia impede development of reading sub –
system of language substrate with ancillary mechanisms
compensating for poor reading function of the left regions
with an antecedent over and above enhanced right
hemispheric cortical region supporting (and supplanting
left hemispheric dysfunctional language system) and
augmenting reading accuracy. Similarly, Vlachos et al18
had reported a preference for a right hemispheric thinking
18
style or right hemisphere dominance in dyslexic children
Such a phenomenon could possibly reflect a
deranged cross – talk amongst the dedicated neuronal
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pools as reflected in short latencies in dyslexics, a
reflection of dysfunctional mirror neuron system (the
Hebbian adage of Neuronal pools firing together wiring
together) with subsequent disability to generate virtual
image of written (print) language words in the stochastic
virtual phase – space of human mind. Such an error in
virtual image generation of print language words due to
dysfunctional mirror neuron system seems to form the
essential pathophysiological framework for children with
reading difficulty, Dyslexia and keeping up with Hebb’s
dictum19, the disorder of reading could be remolded and
remodeled with requisite inputs on the varied dedicated
19
neural axes of language .
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ORIGINAL ARTICLE
A Study of Sexual Dimorphism in Permanent Mandibular Canines and Its
Implications in Forensic Investigations
Ashish Sharma*, Sunil Kumar Sharma**, Sangita Chauhan***

ABSTRACT
Teeth are well preserved after death and they
exhibit remarkable sexual dimorphism. Hence, they
provide excellent material for forensic investigations
intended for identification of sex. Present study was
undertaken on permanent mandibular canines of 90
male and 90 female subjects of age group 17-23 years.
The mesiodistal width for right and left mandibular
canines and intercanine distance were measured.
Subsequently, canine index was calculated for both
sides. Significant sexual dimorphism and intercanine
distance were found in all parameters. All the results
were compared with previous studies and discussed in
the light of genetic, evolutionary and metabolic
reasons for sexual dimporhism.
KEYWORDS : Inter-canine distance,
Mesiodistle width, sex determination.
INTRODUCTION
Teeth are hardest substance of body. All the teeth
have important characteristics of having different
morphology for resistance to heat, chemicals and
1
microbial attack .They are well preserved after death.
Further, they show significant sexual dimorphism and
are readily accessible for examination. Teeth are good
material in living and non living population for
anthropological, genetic, odontologic and forensic
2
investigations .

Sexual dimorphism refers to the differences in
size, stature, and appearance between male and
female. This can be applied to dental identification
also because no two mouths are alike.2 Various
features like tooth morphology and crown size are
characteristic of male and female.3 In addition, tooth
size is influenced by a galaxy of factors due to which
its morphometric study is a subject of profound
interest and gives significant results. Tooth size
standards are frequently used in sex determination.
Out of the two proportions - width and length, the
4
former is considered to be more important.
Tooth size standards are frequently used in sex
determination. Out of the two proportions - width and
length, the former is considered to be more
important. 4 This can be applied to dental
identification also because no two mouths are alike.
Various features like tooth morphology and crown
size are characteristic of male and female.
AIM AND OBJECTIVE
•

To find out Mandibular canine index & sexual
dimorphism methods for sex determination.

•

To identify sexual dimorphism in permanent
mandibular canines and its implications in
forensic investigations.

•

To check the efficacy of the formula for sexual
dimorphism.
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Sexual Dimorphism in mesiodistal width =
[{Xm/Xf} - 1] x 100; where Xm is mean mesiodistal
width in males and Xf is mean mesiodistal width in
females.

Right mandibular canine width – Maximum
width of a right canine is measured along the distal
surface of canine with the sliding calliper from distal
margin of canine to mesial surface of canine.

MATERIALS AND METHOD

Left mandibular canine width – Maximum
width of a left canine is measured along the distal
surface of canine with the sliding calliper from distal
margin of canine to mesial surface of canine.

This study was conducted on the undergraduate
students of S.M.S. Medical College and attached
hospital, Jaipur. 100 subjects (50 males and 50
females) in the age group of 17-23 years were selected
for the study. The vernier calliper, divider, and scale
were used and the study was done during one calendar
year (July 2017 -June 2018).
Inclusion Criteria:
1.

Healthy state of gingiva and periodontium.

2.

Caries free teeth.

3.

Normal overjet and overbite.

4.

Absence of spacing in the anterior teeth.

5.

Normal molar and canine relationship.

6.

Absence of attrition, erosion and abfraction.

Exclusion criteria
1.

Carious teeth were excluded.

2.

Spacing between teeth excluded.

Parameters
Following parameters were determined in this study:
1.

Mesiodistal width of right mandibular canine.

2.

Mesiodistal width of left mandibular canine.

3.

Intercanine distance.

4.

Right mandibular canine index.

5.

Left mandibular canine index.
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Measurement of the Inter-canine Distance –
The inter-canine distance was measured between the
tips of the mandibular canines.
Mandibular Canine Index – It is calculated by
dividing the mesiodistal width of the canine by the
intercanine distance.

!
Sexual dimorphism was calculated according to
the formula given by Garn et al (1967) as
follows:

!
Sexual Dimorphism in mesiodistal width =
[{Xm/Xf } - 1] x 100; where Xm is mean
mesiodistal width in males and Xf is mean
mesiodistal width in females.
RESULTS
The width of canine, intercanine distance, right
mandibular canine index and left mandibular canine
index of 100 subjects (50 males and 50 females) were
measured with the help of vernier calliper then
observed and mandibular canine index were
calculated.
The difference mean value of male and females
were analyzed statistically using t test and their
1
significance is shown in table .
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Table No. 1 : Showing parameters with their significance
Parameter

Sex

Range (mm) Mean (mm) SD (mm) t value P value Significance

Mesiodistal Width of
Right Mandibular
Canin 6e

Male

5.84–8.05

6.93

0.52

Female

5.04–6.05

5.55

0.25

Mesiodistal Width of
Left Mandibular
Canine

Male

5.5–7.84

6.73

0.53

Female

5.07--6.0

5.53

0.25

Intercanine distance

Male

24.1–30.0

26.83

1.22

Female

23.78–25.54 24.60

0.38

Male

0.227–0.285 0.258

0.014

Female

0.209–0.248 0.225

0.008

Male

0.219–0.280 0.251

0.015

Female

0.209–0.246 0.224

0.008

Right Mandibular
Canine Index
Left Mandibular
Canine Index

By observing Table No. 1 it is clear that mean
width of right and left canine of male and females,
value is significant difference between males and
females. For males mean mesio-distal width of right
mandibular canine is 6.93mm and for females it is
5.55 mm. Same as for males mean mesio-distal width
of left mandibular canine is 6.73mm and for females it
is 5.53 mm.
According to table no 2 sexual dimorphism
calculated using formula is 14.67% for right
mandibular canine and 12.05% for left mandibular
canine.

16.922 <0.001

Highly
significant

14.501 <0.001

Highly
significant

12.343 <0.001

Highly
significant

13.922 <0.001

Highly
significant

10.966 <0.001

Highly
significant

Figure 1:Figure No. 2:Measuring mesio-distal Measuring intercanine
width by divider
distance by divider

Table No. 2 : Sexual Dimorphism of Mandibular
Canine
Side

Sexual
Dimorphism (%)

Right Mandibular Canine

14.67%

Left Mandibular Canine

12.05%

26

Figure 3&4: calculating the distance measured
by divider with the help of vernier calliper
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DISCUSSION
Establishing the personal identity with respect to
teeth is widely used for giving opinion by anatomist and
anthropologist. Canine teeth are also important teeth for
identification of sex of a person.
Lund and Mornstad studied 58 dental casts of
Swedish subjects and found the canines to be most
5
dimorphic of all the teeth.
All men belongs to a single species, but men
inhibiting different parts of the world are not alike.
Lysell and Myrberg in an extensive study of more
than 1000 subjects concluded that the mandibular canine
demonstrated the greatest sexual dimorphism (5.7%)
7
amongst all teeth. .
Arya B.S. et al8 further quoted that the teeth in males
were invariably bigger than females and the largest sex
differences were appreciated with canines in both
dentitions.8 The canines were significantly difference only
in the permanent dentition. This observation is similar to
my study.
9

Rao et al have demonstrated that intercanine
distance and mandibular canine indices are useful
parameters in differentiating the sexes. In the present
study, right and left mandibular canine indices were found
to be significantly different in males and females.
Teeth are excellent models for the study of
relationship between ontogeny and phylogeny. Eimerl and
De Vore2 postulated that in the evolution of primates, the
canines are functionally not masticatory but are related to
threat of aggression and actual aggression. A transfer of
this aggressive function occurred from the teeth to the
fingers in humans and until this transfer was complete,
survival was dependent on canines, especially in males.2
Thus in the present day humans; sexual dimorphism in
mandibular canines is not merely a coincidence but can be
expected to be based on functional activity.
Various other factors have also been found to have
some bearing on tooth size giving rise to morphometric
differences between male and female teeth, namely
10-12
environmental factors and eating habits.
13

Garn et al in their large study at Fels Institute had
correlated sexual dimorphism in canines with number of
The RMJ Issue Dec- 2019

variables, namely stature, weight, subcutaneous fat
thickness, bone age, menarche in girls and the time of
epiphyseal union. These correlations suggested direct
influence of steroidal hormones on tooth development and
maturation. They found that tooth eruption is accelerated
in early maturing girls; indicating that to some extent
steroid hormones of gonadal and adrenal origin may be
involved in the relationship between sexual maturation
and dental development.13
In the present study, there was a significant
difference observed between the right canine width and
left the canine width of males and females. The difference
between canine width of male and female can be explained
by genetic expression of males and females. According
previous studies it is Y chromosome which is responsible
for width of teeth by controlling thickness of dentin and X
chromosome is responsible for enamel thickness14-16.
CONCLUSION
The significant results obtained on comparison of
right and left mandibular canine indices in males and
females justify its usage as a tool for the determination of
sex of an individual. The findings indicate that the
dimorphism in mandibular canines can be of immense
medico-legal use in gender identification. Gender of an
individual cannot be estimated if the fragment of the
mandible is from the different geographical area unless
random sampling of the population of that area has been
done to calculate the corresponding Mandibular Canine
Index. However, it is not a confirmatory test and is done as
an adjunct with other tests for gender identification. The
parameters measured in the present study will be of
immense help in identification of sex in forensic
investigations.
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Severe P. Vivax Malaria In Children
Vishnu Agarwal*, Ashok Gupta**

ABSTRACT :
Aim : To assess the proportion of severe cases of
malaria due to isolated plasmodium vivax infection in
children.
Material and methods : Hospital based, cross
sectional, descriptive case study was conducted on
1000 suspected presumptive malaria cases. The
diagnosis of suspected malaria cases was based on a
history of fever with associated hepatosplenomegaly
without obvious signs & symptoms of another
disease.
Results : Out of 1000 presumptive malaria
cases, total 232 (23.2%) patients had a confirmed
malaria; 154 (66.3%) had isolated vivax malaria; 34
(14.65%) had isolated falciparum malaria & rest 44
(18.96%) had mixed malaria. Severe malaria was
seen in 52.15% (121/232) patients & 57.02%
(69/121) patients were of isolated plasmodium vivax
malaria. Mostly (46.37%) were children <5 & 8.69%
were of < one year.
Complications observed among severe
plasmodium vivax malaria were severe anaemia
46.37% (32/69), abnormal spontaneous bleeding
33.33% (23/69), multiple convulsions 18.84%
(13/69), hypoglycaemia 2.89% (2/69), respiratory
distress 2.89% (2/69), clinical jaundice 10.14%
(7/69), impaired consciousness 15.94% (11/69),

cerebral malaria 4.34% (3/69), renal impairment
2.89% (2/69) & severe thrombocytopenia 13.04%
(9/69).
Conclusion : Severe plasmodium vivax malaria
in majority of children (57.02%) challenge our
perception of plasmodium vivax as a benign disease.
KEY WORDS: Isolated plasmodium vivax malaria,
severe malaria
INTRODUCTION : Published literature
mostly focus on plasmodium falciparum malaria &
1-2
much less on plasmodium vivax Plasmodium vivax
infection has been considered for a long time as a
benign & self- limited disease when compared to the
burden of plasmodium falciparum infection in
African countries.3-4 The cases of complicated
plasmodium vivax malaria have been rare, &
documented almost exclusively by case reports or
5-12
small case series. However, recent reports have
shown that 21-27% of patients with severe malaria
had plasmodium vivax monoinfection. With
implementation of molecular diagnosis, it has
become evident that plasmodium vivax
monoinfection can also be involved in multiple organ
dysfunction & severe life threatening disease as
Department of Paediatric Medicine, SMS Medical
College, Jaipur seen in plasmodium falciparum
infection.13-14 Reported severe manifestation with
plasmodium vivax monoinfection in children as well
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as adults are similar to those of severe plasmodium
falciparum infection & include cerebral malaria15,16.
15-22
with generalized convulsions & status epilepticus ,
severe anaemia 18,19 , haemoglobinuria, hepatic
24,25
dysfunction , interstitial pneumonia, acute
respiratory distress syndrome & pulmonary
19,26-30
26,31
32
edema
, shock , splenic rupture , acute renal
failure 7 , 1 8 , 1 9 , 3 3 - 37 and severe thrombocytopenia with
19, 32, 33,
or without bleeding from different parts of body
38,40
. acute inflammatory demyelinating
polyneuropathy41, post malaria neurologic syndrome
42
causing bilateral facial paralysis . Howeverin most
reports diagnosis was made only by peripheral blood
film examination & was not supported by molecular
diagnostic confirmation thus allowing potential error
18, 19, 21-23, 27-29, 34, 36, 39
in species identification
. However,
some of these studies in the Indian subcontinent have
also used confirmation by polymerase chain reaction
17, 19, 22, 26
.
AIM & OBJECTIVE : The aim of the present
clinic- epidemiological study was to assess the
proportion of severe cases of malaria due to isolated
plasmodium vivax infection in children.
MATERIAL & METHODS : This hospital
based, cross sectional, descriptive case study was
conducted on 1000 suspected (presumptive malaria
cases admitted at SPMCHI (affiliated with Sawai
Man Singh Medical College) Jaipur, Rajasthan, India
from March 2010 to December 2010. The diagnosis
of suspected malaria cases was based on a history of
fever with associated hepatosplenomegaly without
obvious signs & symptoms of another disease.
Defining criteria for complicated malaria:
Practical case definition of SM : A severe malaria
case was defined using the standard recent criteria
established by the WHO (2010). Because of financial
aspects, laboratory facilities were limited, so we were
able to only assess a subset of criteria defining SM.
Thus, our definition of severe malaria case included a
30

patient with confirmed malaria diagnosed either by
PBF or RDT & with at least one of the following:
history of more than one convulsion in the last 24 hr;
coma (patient unable to localize a painful stimulus
with EMV score =9/15); respiratory distress & chest
in drawing or shortness of breath; haemoglobin <5
gm/dl (PCV<15), abnormal spontaneous bleeding;
clinical jaundice with serum bilirubin= 3 mg/dl;
failure to feed & unable to walk/sit-up without
assistance.
Recruitment, Diagnosis & Categorization of
patients : Suspected/presumptive paediatric malaria
patients
presenting
with
fever
&
or
hepatosplenomegaly during study period at
outdoor/emergency department of SPMCHI, Jaipur
were evaluated for malaria by PBF & Rapid
Diagnostic Test (RDT). Suspected malaria patients
negative by both of the above diagnostic test were
excluded from the study. Confirmation of evidence of
plasmodium vivax & absence of plasmodium
falciparum/mixed infection was required by PCR but
not possible due to financial aspects (limitation of
present study).
Inclusion Criteria : Confirmed paediatric
malaria patients with severe manifestations (as per
recent WHO guidelines 2010), with evidence of
plasmodium vivax monoinfection were included in
this study.
Exclusion Criteria : Patients /patients
attendants who refused to give formal verbal
informed consent or who had other concurrent illness
were not included in the study.
RESULTS :
A total of 1,000 presumptive malaria cases
during this study period were investigated further for
confirmation of diagnosis & categorization as severe
malaria / uncomplicated malaria. Among them 232
patients had confirmed malaria, of which 66.37%
(154/232) had isolated plasmodium vivax malaria,
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14.65% (34/232) had isolated plasmodium falciparum
malaria & rest 18.96% (44/232) had mixed malaria.
Out of total 232 confirmed malaria patients, 51.70%
(121/232) patients fulfilled the case definition of SM.
Among those with severe manifestations, 57.02%
(69/121) had isolated plasmodium vivax malaria,
19.00% (23/121) had isolated plasmodium falciparum
malaria & rest 23.96% (29/121) had mixed malaria.
46.37% (32/69) of severe plasmodium vivax malaria
cases were children of less than five years & 8.69%
(6/69) were of less than one year, a unique clinical
manifestation of severe plasmodium vivax malaria
cases found in present study.
Among severe plasmodium vivax malaria
patients, severe anaemia & abnormal spontaneous
bleeding were present in 46.37% (32/69) & 33.33%
(23/69) patients respectively. Multiple convulsions
(two or more than two convulsion in a day) &
respiratory distress were present in 18.84% (13/69) &
4.34% (3/69) patients respectively. Cerebral malaria
(with a Glasgow coma score of <9) was diagnosed in
4.34 (3/69) patients, of which two had associated
seizures. Impaired consciousness/deranged
sensorium (with a Glasgow coma score of >9 but <12)
was present in 15.94% (11/69) patients. Other causes
of altered sensorium & seizures were ruled out by
relevant investigations. Profound & severe
thrombocytopenia was observed in 13.04% (9/69)
patients. Renal dysfunction with serum creatinine
more than 265 µmol/L was present in 2.89% (2/69)
patients. Hepatic dysfunction & clinical jaundice with
serum bilirubin >3mg/dl was present in 10.14%
(7/69) patients. 21.73% (15/69) & 4.34% (3/69)
patients were unable to feed themselves& unable to

walk or sit up without assistance respectively, due to
severe prostration. Hypoglycaemia with BSL level of
less than 40mg/dl was seen in 4.34% (3/69) patients.
Respiratory distress was present in 4.34% (3/69)
patients.
Table No. 1 : Manifestations among severe malaria
patients due to isolated plasmodium vivax
monoinfection (N=69)
Various Manifestations

No of
Patients n (%)

Renal Impairment (Serum
Creatinine>265µmol/L)

2 (2.89)

Respiratory Distress

2 (2.89)

Hypoglycaemia

2 (2.89)

Unable To Walk / Sit-Up
Without Assistance

3 (4.34)

Cerebral Malaria
(EMV Score <9/15)

3 (4.34)

Clinical Jaundice
(Serum Bilirubin >3mg/Dl)

7 (10.14)

Profound & Severe
Thrombocytopenia

9 (13.04)

Impaired Consciousness
(Deranged Sensorium)
(EMV Score>9/15 But =12/15)

11 (15.94)

Multiple Convulsion (≥ 2 In Day)

13 (18.84)

Failure To Feed

15 (21.73)

Abnormal Spontaneous Bleeding 23 (33.33)
Severe Anaemia

32 (46.37)

Table-2: Comparison of severe malaria manifestation among patients of two different age groups due
to isolated plasmodium vivax monoinfection
Age Severe
group anaemia

<5 yrs
>5 yrs

18
14

Renal
Altered Multiple
Abnormal Hypoglycaemia Respiratory
Profound&
Clinical jaundice Cerebral
impairment
sensorium convulsion spontaneous
severe
(serum bilirubin malaria
distress
(serum creatinine
bleeding
thrombocytopenia
>3mg/dl)
>265 µmol/L)
5
4
6
7
1
2
0
5
3
4
7
7
16
1
0
2
2
0
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Table No. 3 : Statistical analysis for severe malaria
among vivax, falciparum & mixed infection
Plasmodium species

Severe malaria P-value*
Yes

No Total

69

85

154

Plasmodium falciparum 23

11

34

Mixed malaria

29

15

44

Total

121 111 232

Plasmodium vivax

0.007

* Chi square test
DISCUSSION:
As the term “benign tertian malaria’’ implies,
vivax malaria is usually an uncomplicated disease,
that runs a benign course & is rarely fatal. This
clinical paradigm has been challenged recently by
numerous reports of symptoms & signs of severe
disease, and even deaths due to plasmodium vivax
mono infection. Our study illustrates the spectrum of
severe malaria in children of north India due to
isolated plasmodium vivax mono infection.
In this prospective, hospital based, descriptive
case study, we reported paediatric patients with
severe malaria due to isolated plasmodium vivax
monoinfection which were diagnosed & categorized
as per recent WHO guidelines. This study from this
area allowed us to assess proportion of SM cases
among paediatric patients due to isolated plasmodium
vivax monoinfection. The present study showed that
plasmodium vivax was responsible for 57.02%
(69/121) of all SM cases in children. Mixed malaria,
falciparum malaria & vivax malaria was responsible
for 29, 23 & 69 cases of severe malaria, out of their
total- 44,34,154 cases respectively. Though
statistically this was more in favour of mixed &
falciparum malaria than vivax malaria (P value =
0.007), looking towards absolute number & burden of
severe malaria due to isolated vivax malaria in
children as found in present study, it can be very well
said that isolated plasmodium vivax malaria is not
32

entirely benign & our study adds to the growing
realization that plasmodium vivax is not benign.
Severe plasmodium vivax malaria in children is thus
an emerging recognized entity, and the long standing
belief that plasmodium vivax is a benign parasite
might need to be revised43,44. Despite the small number
of patients, our data corroborates previous findings of
severe disease due to plasmodium vivax mono
infection in children. Since this study was performed
in a setting of low financial status, which did not
allowed us to measure certain parameters included in
WHO definition of SM such as plasma bicarbonate
level, lactate level, hence we probably slightly
underestimated the true proportion of severe malaria.
In this study, = 5 years of age group were affected with
severe malaria in majority than older children of = 5
45
years, similar to previous studies . The most common
complication observed was severe anaemia in
46.37%(32/69) patients; this finding was also the
most commonly observed complication in a recent
study from Indonesia& India. Abnormal spontaneous
bleeding was the second most common complication,
observed in 33.33% (23/69) patients. Clinical
bleeding in severe malaria is not a common feature &
occurs in less than 5-10% of individuals with severe
disease. Multiple convulsions was the third most
common complication, observed in 18.84% (13/69)
patients. Other neurologic complications observed
were cerebral malaria in 4.34% (3/69) patients &
impaired consciousness in 15.94% (11/69) patients.
Cerebral dysfunction in plasmodium vivax malaria
17
may occur through generation of nitric oxide . Three
patients had ARDS; various pulmonary syndromes
were the most commonly observed plasmodium
vivax associated complications in the study of
5
paediatric patients in Papua, New Guinea . Clinical
jaundice & hepatic dysfunction were observed in
10.14% (7/69) patients, which is similar to the
recently reported observations due to severe
plasmodium vivax malaria in this region19,23,44-49. Renal
impairment was observed in 2.89% (2/69) patients. It
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has also been reported frequently in the Indian
subcontinent18,19,34. Profound & severe
thrombocytopenia was observed in 13.04 % (9/69)
patients. Profound thrombocytopenia with platelet
count as low as 5000/µl has been reported in the
Indian literature 50 .
In complicated malaria,
thrombocytopenia is the result of splenic pooling of
platelets, aggravated by a decrease in platelet
lifespan. Hypoglycaemia was observed in 4.34%
(3/69) patients in our study. 21.73% (15/69) & 4.34%
(3/69) patients were unable to feed themselves due to
reduced oral acceptance & unable to walk/sit up
without assistance respectively. The mechanism by
which malaria leads to inability to sit, stand or feed are
46
poorly understood .

Plasmodium vivax is widely believed to be
incapable of causing cytoadherence & microvascular
sequestration & therefore is unable to cause organ
specific dysfunction. However, recent observations
have shown evidence of sequestration of parasites in
lung vasculature during evaluation of lung injury
inplasmodium vivax malaria. Similarly, a report of
plasmodium vivax infection in pregnancy that
resulted in low birth weight babies suggested
52
sequestration of plasmodium vivax in the placenta .
Besides, this a recent microrhealogic research that
analysed malaria severity in plasmodium vivax
infection clearly demonstrated enhanced
aggregation, erythrocyte clumping & reduced
deformability affecting microcirculation53.

Complications in severe malaria are either
sequestration related, such as cerebral malaria, renal
dysfunction, hepatic dysfunction & ARDS or nonsequestration related such as anaemia &
thrombocytopenia. Non-sequestration related
complications are known to occur in plasmodium
vivax infection quite frequently. However, for
sequestration related complication in plasmodium
vivax malaria, it was always presumed that coexisting
plasmodium falciparum infection might evade
appearance in blood film because of heavy
sequestration. To rule out this possibility,
plasmodium falciparum antigen test was performed
in subjects with high index of clinical suspicion or
multiorgan involvement for more empathetic
exclusion of associated p. falciparum, which was
found negative in all isolated plasmodium vivax
malaria patients.

CONCLUSIONS : The present study showed that
plasmodium vivax was responsible for 57.02%
(69/121) of all SM cases in children. Severe
plasmodium vivax malaria in majority of children
(57.02%) as found in present study, challenge our
perception of plasmodium vivax as a benign disease
& adds to the growing realization that plasmodium
vivax is not benign.

Though the peripheral blood film did not reveal
any haemoparasites in some of the severe malaria
cases, however, the optimal malaria antigen test was
positive for plasmodium vivax in these cases. This
can be very well explained by the recent observation
that have shown evidence of sequestration of
51-52
plasmodium vivax in various organs .
The RMJ Issue Dec- 2019

Limitations of the present study :
(1) The accuracy of malaria diagnosis in our study is
limited by the fact that parasite species were
identified by microscopy (PBF) & it is known
that this method largely misses minority
infection. Thus a more sensitive detection
method may have led to different results. While
this limitation may be valid, it is believed that in
general, the infection that make the patient sick
are those of high density & these are the ones
that are identified by microscopy as in the
present study; those with very low densities are
unlikely to contribute to the acute phase &
53
severe manifestations .
(2) A reconfirmation of malaria diagnosis was
required by PCR but was not possible due to
financial aspects.
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A Study of Serum Electrolyte Disturbances After Trumatic Brain Injury
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ABSTRACT :

Injury, Trauma, Electrolytes

Introduction : Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is
common in clinical practice and it occurs whenever
brain tissue gets injured from mechanical force. After
the neurological insult electrolytes disturbances are
quiet frequent. These electrolyte disturbances are
either because of brain tissue pathology or iatrogenic
due to treatment of increased intracranial pressure by
osmotic diuretics, mannitol or corticosteroids. The
aim of the present study was to determine the
prevalence of electrolyte disturbance in Traumatic
brain Injury patients.

INTRODUCTION

Material and Methods : Serum sodium and
Potassium levels of 50 patients of traumatic Brain
Injury (TBI) were investigated by ion selective
electrodes.
Results : Out of 50 subjects 4% patients had
hypernatremia, 64% patients showed hyponatremia,
2% patients showed hyperkalemia and 2% of patients
had hypokalemia.
Conclusion : Seventy percent patients of
traumatic brain Injury suffered from electrolyte
disturbances. Commonest among all was
hyponatremia, which is most dangerous and require
early diagnosis and treatment. Key Words- Brain

Electrolyte disturbances are very frequently
found clinical entity after the Traumatic Head Injury.
The cause of it may be either the neurological insult
itself or in part it may be treatment induced e.g.
mannitol and diuretic administration1.
Sodium is a major extracellular cation of our
body and disturbances of its concentration in serum
are clinically important to detect and to be managed
appropriately. After head injury Hyponatremia is a
frequent finding2-5. Hyponatremia itself and its rapid
correction both may produce further neurological
manifestations6-8. Potassium is the chief intracellular
cation with comparatively lower extracellular levels.
Polyuria is frequent clinical finding after cerebral
1
injury and various mechanisms may add to it .
The aim of the present study was to find the
prevalence of electrolyte disturbances after traumatic
brain injury.
MATERIAL AND MATHOD
The present study was conducted in
Government Medical College, Kota, Rajasthan. The
patients of traumatic brain injury who were admitted
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in neurosurgery department of the institute were the
study subjects. Institutional ethical committee
approval was taken. Written informed consent was
taken from the patients or attendants. The study was
carried out on 50 patients in the age group 20- 55.
These subjects did not suffer from either renal or
endocrine pathology and neither they received the
drug known to cause electrolytic disturbances e.g.
diuretic.
The patients suffering from systemic trauma or
other potential causes of hyponatremia as well as
brain insult due to nontrumatic etiology eg
hypertension, infections etc were excluded from the
study.
The Glasslow coma scale, Computerized
Tomography and MRI were used to determine the site
and severity of lesion.
The electrolytes were analyzed using Ion
selective electrodes9. Electrolytes were determined
by taking blood samples immediately after admission
and before commencement of therapy. Sodium levels
were considered abnormal when serum sodium levels
were outside 130-145 mEq/L range. Potassium levels
were considered normal when it is between 3.5-5
mEq/L.
The results were expressed using descriptive
statistics.
RESULTS
Seventy percent patients of traumatic brain
Injury suffered from electrolyte disturbances.

Table No.1: Electrolyte disturbances in Trumatic
Brain Injury (TBI)
Serum
Diagnosis
electrolyte level
Sodium<130
mEq/L
Hyponatremia

Number % of
of subjects
subjects

Diffuse TBI
Intracerebral
Hematoma

13
08

26%
16%

Subdural
Hematoma

10

20%

Diffuse Axonal 01
Injury

02%

Diffuse TBI

02

04%

Potassium<3.5m Intracerebral
Eq/L Hypokalemia Hemorrhage

01

02%

Potassium>
5mEq/L
Hyperkalemia

01

02%

Sodium>145
mEq/L
Hypernatremia

Subarachanoid
Hemorrhage

DISCUSSION
Patients of Head Injury are prone to develop
various complications, one of which is
Dyselectrolytemia. The two most common form of
electrolyte disorders are Hyper/Hyponatremia and
Hyper/Hypokalemia.
The incidence of disturbed serum sodium levels
was quiet high (64%) and the finding was also
1,10,11
observed in various other studies

Hypernatremia is seen only in 4% of the cases.
Hyponatremia is a more common finding which is
observed in 64% of cases and is seen in subdural
hematoma, intracerebral hematoma and patients with
diffuse axonal injury.

The hypernatremia is seen in 04 % of the cases.
The potential causes of it may be diabetes incipidus
which may be developed due to malfunctioning of
hypothalamic-pituitory axis. This may be associated
with other endocrine abnormalities eg growth
hormone ACTH, TSH and Gonadotropin deficiency.

Table No. 1 depicts the type and severity of the
lesion and the serum electrolyte disturbance of
various types.

Hyponatremeia may be caused by development
of Syndrome of Inappropriate Secretion of
Antidiuretic Hormone i.e. SIADH (Dilutional
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Hyponatremia) or by the activity of Brain Natriuretic
Peptide (Cerebral salt- wasting syndrome)
12-15
characterized by Natriuresis . This is a very potent
biological active molecule having properties of
diuretic and natriuretic agent. In fact it also have the
actions of vasodilating agent and act as an inhibitor of
secretion of aldosterone, rennin and vasopressin16-18.
The excess levels of Brain Natriuretic Peptide were
commonly found in patients of subarachnoid
hemorrhage or injury at the base of the brain or in the
IIIrd ventrical19-20. Atrial Natriuretic peptide (ANP) is
another biomolecule which can act as hyponatremic
21
agent in case of intracranial pathology . The
inappropriate secretion of natriuretic peptides (ANP
and BNP) after intracranial insult and release of these
peptides across the blood brain barrier might be
responsible for hyponatrimia22.
As the Physical injury to body itself is a stressful
condition to which body responds by stimulating its
sympathetic nervous system. This results in arterial
and venoconstriction which in turn leads to increase
in Venous Return, Preload, Positive ionotropic action
and increased systemic blood pressure. The changes
in the cardiovasculature system may produce
23
pressure induced natriuresis in the kidney . Increased
preload stretches the hearts atrial chamber which in
turn produce ANP24-25.
In patients of subarachnoid hemorrhage, ANP is
responsible for producing hyponatremia by excessive
excretion of sodium and associated fluid loss. This is
largely results from its inhibitory effect on sodium
26
absorption in the colleting tubule . This inhibition of
sodium absorption along with increased glomerular
filtration rate results into natriuresis and diuresis.
The secretion of renin and aldosterone diminish
as the adrenal gland is directly inhibited, and
indirectly inhibition due to the inhibition of renin
release from the juxtaglomerular cells26-27. The
decreased circulating aldosterone levels prevent
potassium loss which occurs in conjunction with the
sodium loss26.
The RMJ Issue Dec- 2019

Brain natriuretic peptide (BNP) acts in the same
way as that of (ANP). It has actions as potent
vasodilatation, natriuresis, diuresis and reduced
levels of Renin and Aldosterone concentration in
24
plasma . Tomida et al suggested theory that this is
activated as a stress response to surgery or intensive
care or as a result of damage to the hypothalamic
region, while palmer et al suggested that it is released
as protective measure for increased intracranial
pressure26-27.
Low potassium levels in TBI patients may be
due to increased excretion in urine caused due to
neurologic trauma.The patients of traumatic brain
injury are susceptible for polyuria by various
machanisms including Inappropriate antidiuretic
hormone secretion.
We conclude that electrolyte disturbances are
common after traumatic brain injury, among which
Hyponatremia is the most common form. A reduced
sodium level may produce various manifestations of
Central nervous system including confusion, stupor,
seizures and even coma. The early detection and
treatment of electrolyte disorder is must for fast
recovery.
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ABSTRACT
Background: Essential hypertension is one of
the most preventable risk factor associated with
premature death worldwide. Blood pressure
regulation involves multiple mechanisms with
autonomic nervous system has a prominent role. The
present study focus on the early changes during
pathogenesis of essential hypertension.
Study Objective : To compare time domain
measures and Poincare plot measures of heart rate
variability in newly diagnosed essential
hypertensives with controls.
Design : Observational analytical case control
study.
Setting : The study was conducted in the
Department of Physiology, SMS Medical College,
Jaipur
Sample/Population : Simple random sampling
was done. Seventy newly diagnosed hypertensives
from Medical OPD of SMS Hospital, Jaipur and
seventy normotensives from employees of SMS
Medical College, Jaipur were enrolled in the study.
Duration of Study: April 2017 to November
2018.

Results: Time-domain measures, the standard
deviation of all RR intervals (SDNN), the square root
of the mean of the sum of the squares of differences
between adjacent RR intervals (RMSSD), and
pNN50, which is the percentage of consecutive RR
intervals that differ by more than 50 milliseconds,
which represents parasympathetic activity were
significantly lower in newly diagnosed hypertensive
subjects as compared to normotensives. The nonlinear measures SD1, SD2
and SD1/SD2
weresignificantly decreased in hypertensives and
compared to normotensives.
Acknowledgements : We thank Dr Gopalfrom
Department of Physiology and Dr Sher Singh Dariya,
Department of Medicine, SMS Hospital, Jaipur for
their contribution in data collection and insightful
discussions.
Conclusion : These findings suggest that time
domain measures and Poincare plot measures were
reduced in newly diagnosed essential hypertensives
as compared to normotensives which reflects
parasympathetic inhibition and sympathetic
activation in the early stages of essential
hypertension.
Keywords : heart rate variability, hypertension,
frequency-domain analysis
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INTRODUCTION :
The Seventh Report of the Joint National
Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and
Treatment of High Blood Pressure defines“Optimal
Blood Pressure” as Systolic Blood Pressure (mmHg)/
Diastolic Blood Pressure (mmHg) (SBP/DBP) as <
120/80, “Prehypertension” as SBP/DBP 120-139/8089,“Stage1 Hypertension” as SBP/DBP 140-159/9099 and ‘Stage 2 Hypertension” as SBP/DBP=
160/100 1 . Hypertension doubles the risk of
cardiovascular diseases, including coronary heart
disease, congestive heart failure, ischemic and
haemorrhagic stroke, renal failure, and peripheral
arterial disease.Recommended criteria for the
diagnosis of hypertensionis average (of two or more
seated blood pressure readings during each of two or
more outpatient visits) clinic blood pressures of
2
>140/90 mmHg .

nervous system plays an important role. The present
study focus on the modulatory roles of the autonomic
nervous system onthe heart rate in newly diagnosed
patients of essential hypertension.
MATERIAL AND METHODS:
The study consists of two groups: patients with
newly diagnosed hypertension and without
hypertension in the age group of 30 to 50 years. The
patients were recruited from the Medical OPD of
SMS Hospital, Jaipur and normotensives were
recruited from the employees of the SMS Medical
College, Jaipur. Seventy patients with confirmed
hypertension (systolic blood pressure Type equation
here.140 mmHg or diastolic pressure Type equation
here.90 mmHg) who had never been treated with any
hypertensive medication, were enrolled in the study
group and healthy age and sex matched seventy
normotensive subjects were enrolled in the control
group. The exclusion criteria were diabetes,
secondary hypertension, obese, known history of
acute and chronic illness, patients taking any drug
known to affect autonomic nervous system, smokers
and alcoholics, and uncooperative subjects. The
ethical clearance was obtained from the Ethics
Committee of the College. Informed written consent
was obtained from all participants.

Heart rate variability (HRV) has emerged as a
practical, non-invasive tool to quantitatively
investigate cardiac autonomic dys-regulation in
hypertension. HRV characterizes the variations in the
intervals between consecutive heartbeats, that is, the
variations in duration of R-R intervals between
consecutive QRS complexes, measured by
electrocardiograph (ECG). Assessment of HRV may
provide quantitative information on the modulation
of cardiac vagal and sympathetic nerve input. HRV
analysis is a recognized tool for the estimation of
3
cardiac autonomic modulations . The Joint Task
Force of the European Society of Cardiology and the
North American Society of Pacing and
Electrophysiology (1996), established minimum
technical requirements, definitions, range of Power
bands in frequency domain. Recommendations on
how to conduct clinical research and patient
4
examinations with the help of heart rate variability .

Subjects were instructed to avoid tea, coffee and
food at least 2 hours before start of the recording. The
recording was taken between 09:00 AM and 12:00
PM. All the participants were subjected to general
examination, that include height, weight, hip
circumference and waist circumference, blood
pressure, and heart rate. Detailed history and physical
examination was conducted to rule any cause other
than essential hypertension. Blood pressure was
recorded with automated digital device to avoid
manual error.

The pathogenesis of hypertension is
multifactorial; among many factors autonomic

The ECG signals for heart rate variability (HRV)
were recorded with RMS Polyrite D (version 1.0)
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after supine rest for 15 minutes. The resting ECG was
recorded for five minutes at sampling frequency 256
Hz. The discrete ECG time series consists of P-QRST waves. By calculating the RR interval from this
signal another signal is constructed that consists of
RR interval data. This RR-interval data series for each
beat is called tachogram. From the tachogram timedomain measures were calculated using Kubois
software. The time domain measures consisted of the
standard deviation of all RR intervals (SDNN), the
square root of the mean of the sum of the squares of
differences between adjacent RR intervals (RMSSD),
and pNN50, which is the percentage of consecutive
RR intervals that differ by more than 50 milliseconds
were calculated with the help of Kubois software. In
case of nonlinear analysis, Poincare plot, which was
drawn between RRn and RRn+1. The SD1, SD2 and
SD1/SD2 ratio was calculated by the Kubois
software.
Statistical Analysis:
The general characteristics of the patient and
time domain measures and Poincare plot measures of
heart rate variability were compared between the two
groups. Quantitative data which was expressed in
mean ±SD and compared using unpaired Students ttest and qualitative data was expressed as proportions
and compared using z-test. A p-value of <0.05 was
considered statistically significant. Data was
analyzed using Microsoft Excel 2010.
RESULTS:
There is no significant differences in age and sex
in normotensives and hypertensives (P>0.05). The
Body Mass Index (BMI), Waist Hip Ratio (WHR),
Systolic Blood Pressure (SBP) and Diastolic Blood
Pressure (DBP) and Heart Rate (HR) shows statistical
significant differences between normotensives and
hypertensives (P>0.05).General characteristics of the
case and control groups are shown in Table 1.
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The time domain analysis of heart rate
variability measures, the standard deviation of all RR
intervals (SDNN), the square root of the mean of the
sum of the squares of differences between adjacent
RR intervals (RMSSD), and pNN50, which is the
percentage of consecutive RR intervals that differ by
more than 50 millisecondswere significantly less in
newly diagnosed cases of hypertension and compared
to normotensives. (Table 2)
Geometric analysis by Poincare plots show
SD1, SD2 and SD1/SD2 ratio significantly decrease
in hypertensives as compared to normotensives.
Table No. 1 : Mean±SD values of general
parameters of the study population
N Group Mean±SD
Age
70 Case 43.1±4.15
(years)
70 Control 43.0±3.0

Difference P value
of Means
0.10

> 0.05
(NS)

BMI
70 Case 26.39±2.69 1.38
(kg/m2)
70 Control 25.01±2.46

< 0.05
(S)

Waist 70 Case
Hip ratio

< 0.05
(S)

0.98±0.14

0.07

70 Control 0.91±0.01
SBP
70 Case 152.31±5.03 22.31
(mmHg)
70 Control 130.00±4.00

< 0.05
(S)

DBP
70 Case 88.70±4.24 9.70
(mmHg)
70 Control 79.00±4.00

< 0.05
(S)

Heart
Rate
(bpm)

< 0.05
(S)

70 Case

86.09±5.63 9.46

70 Control 76.63±7.9
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Table No. 2 : Mean±SD of Time Domain Measures
of Heart Rate Variability
N Group Mean±SD
SDNN 70 Case
(ms)

Difference P value
of Means

135.75 ±16.02 10.14

70 Control 45.89 ±14.58
RMSSD 70 Case 20.31±12.47 18.51
(ms)

< 0.05
(S)
< 0.05
(S)

70 Control 38.82 ±14.89
pNN
50%

70 Case

4.04±5.50

13.78

< 0.05
(S)

70 Control 17.82+12.01
Table No. 3 : Mean±SD of Poincare plot parameters.
N Group Mean±SD
SD1

70 Case

Difference P value
of Means

14.38 ± 8.80 12.81

< 0.05
(S)

70 Control 27.19 ±10.08
SD2

70 Case

48.14±21.52 10.39

< 0.05
(S)

70 Control 58.53 ± 18.64
SD1
/SD2

70 Case

0.30±0.11

0.16

< 0.05
(S)

70 Control 0.46 ± 0.10
DISCUSSION
The present study is focused to detect
modulatory roles of the two arms of autonomic
nervous system- parasympathetic and sympathetic
nervous system in the early phase of development of
hypertension. The results indicate predictable
changes in the autonomic activity of the heart as
captured by heart rate variability study. In the present
study time domain measures are significantly low in
patients of essential hypertension. The SDNN is an
accurate measures of overall heart rate variability and
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carries good prognostic information about heart
disease. The RMSSD and pNN50 also reflects
parasympathetic modulation. Thus, the time domain
analysis show decreased parasympathetic tone in
hypertensive as compared with normotensives.
In Poincare plot measures of heart rate
variability SD1 and SD2 were significantly reduced
in hypertensive subjects. Analysis of SD1/SD2 ratio
provides information about sympathovagal balance.
In the present study the SD1/SD2 ratio has been
significantly decreased. A decrease in SD1 correlates
with decreased parasympathetic tone, while a
decrease in SD2 correlates with increased
sympathetic tone. In view of above, decreased
SD1/SD2 ratio may be due to decrease in SD1 or
increase in SD2 or both. In the present study, SD1 and
SD2 both were significantly decreased, so this
implies a decreased parasympathetic and increased
sympathetic activity.
In most studies, there is reduced heart rate
variability in hypertensive subjects 5-8. However, few
studies emphasize that in the early stages of
pathogenesis of essential hypertension the reduction
in the parasympathetic tone is involved primarily. The
study asserts the early withdrawal of parasympathetic
activity in the early stages of hypertension9. Julius S et
al (1991) quoted that increase sympathetic drive and
parasympathetic inhibition are associated with
patients with borderline hypertension. This state is
also characterized by high heart rate, high cardiac
output and normal vascular resistance (hyperkinetic
state). In contrast to this, established hypertension is
associated with normal cardiac output, increased
vascular resistance and no signs of increase in
sympathetic drive. This mechanism of hemodynamic
shift can be understood. Cardiac Output returns to
normal values as the beta adrenergic receptors downregulate and stroke volume decreases. The high blood
pressure increases vascular hypertrophy, that leads to
increased vascular resistance. The mechanism of
The RMJ Issue Dec- 2019
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change of sympathetic drive from high to normal can be
explained by “blood-pressure seeking” properties of
the brain. In hypertension, the blood pressure needs to
be maintained at higher levels, as decreases progresses
the vascular hypertrophy causes increased vascular
resistance. The increase in sympathetic drive found in
hypertension is still unsolved. The reason may
include other factors as BMI, hyper-lipidemia, hyperinsulinemia that are associated with this disease7.
The present study evidenced significant
decrease in parasympathetic activity and increase
sympathetic activation. The time domain methods
was statistical in nature and Poincare plot was a
geometric method,
A Study of Time Domain Analysis and Poincare
Plot Analysis of Heart Rate Variability in Newly
Diagnosed Hypertensives
further analysis through linear methods like
frequency domain analysis and various non-linear
methods can extract more information from HRV
data. Nonetheless, further studies are required to find
independent effects of body mass index (BMI) and
waist hip ratio on the heart rate variability measures.
In clinical practice, it is not a routine practice to
evaluate cardiac autonomic function in those with
diagnosed essential hypertension and there is no
recommended clinical method to do so. However,
measuring cardiac autonomic function through heart
rate variability may be a prognostic indicator of
further development of hypertensive complications
and management. Identification of autonomic failure
at an early stage helps in appropriate interventions.
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ABSTRACT

Duration of Study : April 2017 to April 2018.

Background: Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a
chronic systemic inflammatory autoimmune disease
of unknown aetiology affecting nearly 0.5 to 1.0% of
the adult population, with its primary manifestation in
the synovium. Rheumatoid arthritis is a chronic
disease that cannot be cured by medicines. Yoga has
been considered the best complementary and
alternative medicine by National Institute of Health.
Yoga practice leads to significant improvement in all
parameters of rheumatoid arthritis.

Conclusion : These findings suggest that
regular practice of yoga decreases the rheumatoid
arthritis symptoms, improve psychological
wellbeing, reduce medication use and can improve
the quality of life of the rheumatoid arthritis patients.

Study Objective : The aim of the study was to
assess effect of yoga on clinical and biochemical
parameters in rheumatoid arthritis patients.

Acknowledgements : We thank Dr Madhvika
Shah and Dr Pradeep Kumar for their contribution in
data collection and insightful discussions.

Design : Interventional study.
Setting : The study was conducted in the
Department of Physiology, SMS Medical College,
Jaipur.
Sample/Population : Sixty five clinically
diagnosed cases of rheumatoid arthritis attending the
Rheumatology clinic of Medicine Department of
S.M. S. Hospital Jaipur between 25 to 45 years of age
were enrolled in the study.

Results : At 8 weeks follow up there was
significant decrease in Pulse, blood pressure (BP),
pain intensity, number of inflamed joints, C-reactive
protein (CRP) level, while there was significant
increase in Hand grip strength.

KEYWORDS : rheumatoid arthritis, yoga,
hand grip strength
INTRODUCTION
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a chronic systemic
inflammatory autoimmune disease of unknown
etiology affecting nearly 0.5 to 1.0% of the adult
population, with its primary manifestation in the
1
synovium .
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RA has a wide clinical spectrum ranging from
chronic painful inflammation of synovial membrane
to joint destruction (erosive arthritis) and permanent
joint deformity resulting in pain, joints swelling,
stiffness usually in morning and loss of joint motion2.

MATERIAL AND METHOD
Study Area :
•

It is also known as rheumatoid disease (systemic
illness) as it can affect multiple organs of body in addition
to the joints. Nodules are the most common extra-articular
feature, and present in up to 30% of patients3.
In rheumatoid arthritis, there is symmetric peripheral
joint involvement. Any joint can be affected; large or
small; but the small joints of the hands and feet are mostly
4
involved in early disease .
High serum level of autoantibodies like rheumatoid
factor (RF) and anticitrullinated peptide antibodies are
5
evidence of the role of autoimmunity .

The present study was conducted in Upgraded
department of Physiology, S.M.S. Medical College
Jaipur in association with Rheumatology clinic of
Medicine Department of S. M. S. Hospital Jaipur.
The subjects were adult patients who are clinically
diagnosed cases of rheumatoid arthritis attending the
Rheumatology clinic of Medicine Department of
S.M.S. Hospital Jaipur. Patients between 25 to 45
years of age were included in the study. Detailed
history and physical examination was done. After
screening and fulfilment of inclusion and exclusion
criteria, volunteers were recruited in the study. A
written consent was taken. The present study is
randomized controlled interventional study carried
out from April 2017 to April 2018.

Yoga brings harmony in body and mind. Yoga
comprises of a series of coordinated movements,
combined with conscious, full attention on the movement
6
and breathing which results in healthy mind and body .

Inclusion criteria:
•

Patients with established diagnosis of Rheumatoid
Arthritis by Department of Medicine S. M. S.
Hospital, Jaipur.

Rheumatoid arthritis is a chronic disease that cannot
be cured by medicines.

•

Aged 25 to 45 years.

•

Interested and capable to practice prescribed yoga
program.

•

Those who gave written informed consent for study.
Exclusion criteria for Study Group and control
group:

•

Medical condition that contraindicate yogic
exercises.

•

Those who practiced yoga or any other similar
discipline in previous 6 months.

Yogic management of the arthritic process
effectively complements standard medical measure7. In
previous studies it was found that yoga practice leads to
8
significant improvement in grip strength , reduction in
disability scores of the Health assessment Questionnaire
and rheumatoid factor levels without having any adverse
effect but the improvement varies with factors like age and
9
gender . Similarly another study reported that yoga group
was able to return to their normal active life style much
earlier than controls10.
Yoga also improve psychological wellness among
individuals with rheumatoid arthritis and has mood
boosting impact that decrease both stress and anxiety
levels in individuals with rheumatoid arthritis, thus
building positive feeling11.
Hence, the present study was aimed to assess the
effect of yoga on pain intensity, number of inflamed joint,
pulse rate (PR), systolic blood pressure (SBP), diastolic
blood pressure (DBP), C-reactive protein (CRP) and hand
grip strength of RA patients.
The RMJ Issue Dec- 2019

Experimental Protocol :
All subjects were non-alcoholic, non-smokers.
Before starting to practice yogic exercise, base line
clinical and biochemical parameters were recorded and
analysed. The tools and tests used to take baseline and post
measures related to selected parameters regarding RA
were: Simple Descriptive Pain Intensity Scale (SDPIS)
prepared by Bram Riegel12 to measure the pain intensity
ranging from no pain (0) to worst possible pain (5); direct
visual observation and information given by the patients
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during clinical assessment to rate number of inflamed
joints; palpation of radial artery to rate PR (Pulse/min);
Hand grip strength was measured using a standard method
and
a
hand
grip
dynamometer,
Mercury
Sphygmomanometer to rate BP (mmHg) and CRP (m g /L)
level was measured by immunoturbidometry13.

Savasana was done in supine position for relaxing
and recovering from exertion to other yoga.
MEASUREMENT
•

The parameters were measured at 0 & 8 week.

•

Parameters measured by independent observer.

After selection of the subjects, they were explained
about the detailed plan of work and aim of present research
project. The subjects were briefed about the study
protocol.

•

The medications were continued, but any changes in
doses were recorded during the study and if
treatment regime is changed then that subject were
excluded from study.

The schedule of yoga training was explained to all
participants and after 3 day practice session, actual
practice of yoga was introduced.

•

Quantitative data were analysed in the form of mean
with standard deviation. As & when required
suitable test of significance were used to infer data.

The subjects were taught yogasanas and pranayama
by trained yoga instructor and they were made to practice
the same for 5days/week for 40-50 minutes daily,
depending upon completion of set of exercises for total
duration of 8 weeks.

•

Data thus collected were submitted to Microsoft
excel 2007 worksheet in the form of master chart.
These data were classified & analysed with the help
of Microsoft excel 2007 worksheet. A p-value of <
0.001 was considered statistically highly significant,
p value of <0.05 was considered significant and a pvalue of >0.05 was considered not significant.

Preparation of yoga:
The subjects were asked to practice yoga while
sitting on carpet or yoga mat.
They were asked to take proper sitting position either
in Padmasana (The lotus posture) or Sukhasana
(comfortable posture) or Vajrasana (The thunder bolt
posture).
The program consisted of practical session on
loosening exercises and asanas (postures) for 15 minutes,
pranayamas (breathing techniques) for 10 minutes, kriya
(cleansing technique) for 5 minutes, meditation for 10
minutes and shavasana (a relaxation technique) for 5
minutes.
LOOSENING EXERCISES : For various joints
from head to toe.
ASANAS: Pawanmuktasana, Marjari asana (Cat
pose), Vakrasana (Seated spinal twisting), Shashankasana
(Rabbit pose), Bhujangasana (Serpent pose) and
Shalbhasana (Locust pose).
PRANAYAMA: Nadishodhan pranayama and
bhramari pranayama.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Outcome variables:
Clinical parametersPain intensity, No of inflamed joints, Pulse rate
(per/minute), Systolic BP (mmHg), Diastolic BP (mmHg) ,
Hand grip strength left hand (Kg) and Hand grip strength
right hand (Kg) at 0 and 8 weeks.
Biochemical parameter- CRP level (mg/L) at 0 and 8
weeks.
Outcome AnalysisPaired student’s t test to find out significance of
difference in mean.
OBSERVATION AND RESULTS
Mean ±SD values of Pulse (per minute), SBP
(mmHg), DBP (mmHg), Pain intensity, No of inflamed
joints, CRP level, Hand grip strength right and Hand grip
strength left at baseline and at the end of 8 weeks on
application of paired t test

KRIYA: (Cleansing Technique):- Kapalbhati was
done.
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Table No. 1 - Mean+- SD values of Pulse (per minute), SBP(mmHg), DBP (mmHg), Pain intensity, No of
inflamed joints, CRP level(mg/L), Handgrip strength right(Kg), Handgrip strength left (Kg) at baseline and at
the end of 8 weeks on application of paired t test
Pulse (per minute)
SBP (mmHg)
DBP (mmHg)
Pain intensity
Inflamed joints
CRP level (mg/L)
Hand grip strengthRight (kg)
Hand grip strength left (kg)

N

Group

Mean ± SD

Difference of mean

P value

65

Baseline

79.02±6.49

5.88

<0.001HS

65

8 week

73.14±3.4

65

Baseline

127.91±7.66

7.77

<0.001 HS

65

8 week

120.14±6.54

65

Baseline

80.28±5.10

2.71

<0.001

65

8 week

77.57±4.87

65

Baseline

1.99±0.94

-1.57

<0.001 (HS)

65

8 week

0.42±0.61

65

Baseline

3.28±1.76

-2.54

<0.001 (HS)

65

8 week

0.74±0.67

65

Baseline

8.11±1.10

-0.8

<0.001 (HS)

65

8 week

7.31±1.11

65

Baseline

24.17±5.70

4.63

<0.001 (HS)

65

8 week

28.8±4.89

65

Baseline

24.28±5.73

4.92

<0.001 (HS)

Present table exhibits statistically significant
decrease (P<0.001) in Pulse, Systolic Blood Pressure,
Diastolic Blood Pressure, Pain intensity, Number of
inflamed joints, CRP level and significant increase
(P<0.001) in Hand grip strength right and Hand grip
strength left at baseline (day1) and at the end of 8 week
(end line) .
DISCUSSION
Following 8 weeks of yoga practice there were
statistically highly significant changes in (P<0.001) Pulse,
Systolic Blood Pressure, Diastolic Blood Pressure, Pain
intensity, Number of inflamed joints, CRP level, Hand grip
strength right and Hand grip strength left. Hence yoga act
as an additive effect in rheumatoid arthritis for its faster
healing if accompanied with medication.
Yoga significantly improves health status. Yogic
practices have shown statistically significant reduction in
(P<0.001) PR, SBP and DBP. The significant reduction in
PR, SBP and DBP in the present study is in accordance
The RMJ Issue Dec- 2019

14

15

with the results of Sudsuang R , Singh A et al , DBP
depends upon peripheral resistance and lung inflation
16
decreases systemic vascular resistance . Pranayama by
activating pulmonary stretch receptors during above tidal
volume inhalation, increases frequency and duration of
inhibitory neural impulses which bring about withdrawal
of sympathetic tone in the blood vessels, leading to
widespread vasodilatation, thus causing decrease in
12
peripheral resistance and DBP . Reduction in PR and SBP
may be due to combined effects in cardiac output,
17
peripheral vascular resistance and humoral factors .
In present study at 8 week of follow up there was
significant reduction in pain intensity (P<0.001). The
exact pathway by which Yoga reduce pain severity is yet in
doubt and hence further research needed. “Gate control
theory” first proposed by Ronald Melzack and Patrik
18
Wall says that A type fibres mediated by
substantiagelatinosa increases the inhibitory effect on
dorsal horn cells firing rate of the spinal cord, while C
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fibres decrease its inhibitory effect. The significant
reduction in pain intensity after yoga among study group in
the present study might be due to progressive stimulation
of A type fibres in the nerve bundles and their ending in
substantiagelatinosa leading to inhibition of dorsal horn
cells firing of spinal cord and subsequently the onset of
pain sensation. Meditation by detaching the mind from
body consciousness also helps in the total insulation of
19
pain sensation . Meditation leads to sharp increase in
blood plasma glutamate and melatonin20 and that
stimulates the arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus and
causes the release of ß-endorphin (BE). This probably may
be responsible for effects such as euphoric sensation,
21
joyous and decreased pain during meditation . In present
study the result obtained for pain intensity in study group is
22
23
consistent with Marian S et al , Vijay K Singh et al .
Muscles stretching as a result of yogic practices
develop tremendous pressure inside working muscle cells
and as a result, the waste products are thrown out of the
respective cells24. Further, cleansing process like
pranayama, help the patients to bring out toxic matters and
other secretions from nasal passages, air sinuses and
gastrointestinal tract. This helps to reduce the volume of
infected material and intensity of infection. This could
have led to the decrease in participants’ LC towards lower
limit of normal range. After analysing the results of present
study, it can be stated that our finding is consistent with the
results of Vijay K Singh et al23.
The present study also shows significant reduction in
post intervention CRP level and inflammation. Previous
studies supported these findings that have reported
decreases in markers of inflammation such as high
sensitivity CRP as well as inflammatory cytokines such as
interleukin-625 and lymphocyte NF-\kB26. In present study
the results for CRP level in study group is consistent with
Telle et al11, Vijay K Singh et al23. Thus, the efficacy of Yoga
was found remarkable to manage RA and its long-term
impact can be assessed in future researches. In conclusion,
effectiveness of YP intervention has been found in favour
of significant improvement of RA symptoms among
participants. Intervened YP significantly reduced pain
intensity, joint inflammation, pulse rate, blood pressure
and C reactive protein normalcy in participant. Thus, this
study concluded that yoga can be used as a complementary
50

therapy of RA for its faster healing if accompanied with
medication.
The other benefit following yoga was the
improvement in hand grip strength. The reduction in selfreported discomfort in the participants in the present study
could be related to the stretching exercises which were part
of the yoga program, as stretch reduces pain associated
27
with working . An earlier study postulated that increased
hand grip strength after yoga practice could be due to
reduced need for oxygen along with changes in the
availability of energy and the oxidation of glucose28.
However these are just postulations. Further studies
needed to find out the actual mechanisms. In present study
the result obtained for hand grip strength in participants is
10
consistent with Dash M et al .
There for it is concluded from present study that the
regular practice of yoga decreases the rheumatoid arthritis
symptoms, improve psychological wellbeing, reduce
medication use and can improve the quality of life of the
patients. In light of these facts, yogic exercises can become
most important lifestyle intervention of many diseases as
prescribed by World Health Organization.
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A Review of Efficacy and Safety of SGLT 2 Inhibitors for
Treatment of Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus
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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

SGLT 2 (sodium glucose lipotropic) inhibitors
are the new class of oral anti-hyperglycemic agents
approved for the treatment of diabetes mellitus. They
have a unique mechanism of action that lowers
glucose independent of insulin action. Given the
recent findings on benefits, these agents are rapidly
establishing their role in the treatment of diabetes,
especially in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus not
willing (or not ready) to start insulin. SGLT 2
inhibitors may be another option in those patients
requiring additional glucose lowering and in those
with acceptable risk factor profiles. Although, there
appears to be some positive benefits in cardiovascular
endpoints, more research on the long term outcomes
in people taking SGLT2 inhibitors is required.

Diabetes Mellitus (DM) is a group of metabolic
disorders characterized by high blood glucose level
for prolonged periods. It can be either a result of
insulin resistance, diminished or absent insulin
secretion, and also both1. Approximately, half of the
patients with DM fail to achieve adequate glycemic
control. Accordingly, morbidity and mortality
associated with DM is high, resulting from
complications such as cardiovascular disease and
Diabetic Nephropathy.

There have been significant developments in
both the safety and efficacy of this class of
medications. The basic mechanism of action,
indications, glucose- lowering benefits, other
metabolic benefits, and adverse side effects of SGLT
2 inhibitors are presented in this review.
KEYWORDS
SGLT2 inhibitors, type 2 diabetes mellitus,
canagliflozin, dapagliflozin, empagliflozin

In the year 2013, FDA approved SGLT 2
inhibitors as a class of prescription drugs to be used
with diet and exercise to lower blood sugar in adults
with type 2 DM. When untreated, type 2 DM can lead
to grave problems, including heart disease, blindness,
kidney and nerve damage. SGLT 2 inhibitors remove
glucose from the body through the kidneys, thereby
lowering the blood glucose. These drugs are available
as a sole ingredient product and also in combination
with other DM drugs. FDA has not approved SGLT 2
inhibitors for patients with type 1 DM as its safety and
2
efficacy has not been established . The first drug in
this class was Invokana (canaglifozin). All these
drugs give promising results in the treatment of DM,
but data from post-marketing studies indicate their
adverse effects such as urinary tract and genital
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infections, bone fracture, diabetic ketoacidosis, genital

1.

The SGLT 2 inhibitors lower Hb A1C glycosylated
hemoglobin by 0.5% to 1%.

2.

The fasting plasma glucose is lowered by 15 to 35
mg per deciliter.

3.

Moderate reduction in weight (1.5 to 3.5 kg).

4.

Reduction in systolic blood pressure (3 to 5 mm Hg).

3

and urinary tract infection and cancer .
This article provides a review of safety and efficacy
data for the SGLT2 inhibitors and emphasizes their role in
the treatment of DM and their adverse effect profile.
Examples include canagliflozin, dapagliflozin,
empagliflozin, and ertugliflozin. Here, a special mention
may be made for empagliflozin which is approved to
additionally lower the risk of death from Myocardial
Infarction and Stroke in adults with type 2 DM and
cardiovascular disease2.
METHODS
An online search was done for medical literature
pertaining to SGLT 2 inhibitors. Pubmed and Google
Scholar database was explored for pertinent articles by
using the key words Canagliflozin, Dapagliflozin,
Empagliflozin, Ertuglifozin and Sodium-glucose cotransporter 2 inhibitor. A further review of the references of
the retrieved articles was also done to find out additional
references. After careful inputs from the shortlisted
published medical literature in English, the safety and
efficacy of SGLT2 inhibitors and resultant adverse effect
profile in the treatment of type 2 DM was reviewed.
DISCUSSION
SGLT 2 inhibitors act by reducing the maximum
glucose absorptive capacity and the threshold of
glycosuria. The effect is enhanced glucose excretion,
reduction in both fasting and post prandial (pp) plasma
glucose levels and improvement in insulin secretion and
sensitivity. It achieves a better overall glycemic control.
Newer studies indicate that the beneficial effects of SGLT
2 inhibitors extend even beyond. By inhibition of renal
glucose re absorption, there is reduced blood pressure,
reduced glucotoxicity and there are induced hemodynamic
effects that lead to improved cardiovascular and renal
4
outcomes in patients with type 2 DM .
As far as the effectiveness is concerned, these agents
are efficacious as monotherapy and add-on therapy for
patients with type 2 DM uncontrolled on first line
treatment by metformin, sulfonylureas, insulin, and other
antihyperglycemic combinations5. Following are the
highlights in this regard:The RMJ Issue Dec- 2019

The SGLT2 inhibitors may be a useful option in
obese and hypertensive patients because of their weight
loss and antihypertensive benefits5. Patients who are at
high risk for hypoglycemia may benefit from a
combination of metformin and an SGLT 2 inhibitor
because the risk of hypoglycemia with SGLT2 inhibitors is
7
small when compared to insulin and sulfonylureas . SGLT
2 inhibitors should be stopped for patients with renal
8
insufficiency (GFR < 45 mL/min/1.73m2) . However, they
may be very useful without regard to diabetes duration
because their action is independent of â-cell function and
insulin secretion. Therefore, they can be used in patients
with longstanding diabetes provided renal function is
acceptable.
But there is a darker side also. Renal functions have
to be optimum for SGLT 2 inhibitors to act effectively
since they improve glucose control by increasing urinary
glucose excretion. The safety profile has following
concerns:1.

The risk of hypoglycemia is there but low (generally
well tolerated).

2.

Amongst other antidiabetics, SGLT 2 inhibitors are
associated with higher incidence of infections,
5
metabolism, renal and reproductive adverse effects .

3.

Genital mycotic infections and increased urination,
owing to the mechanism of action, are the most
common adverse effects.

4.

There has been significant evidence suggesting that
there are adverse effects on bone health. The
proposed mechanism is indirect activation of the
FGF23–1,25-dihydroxyvitamin D parathyroid
hormone axis by SGLT 2 inhibition6.

5.

Few cases of Fournier’s gangrene (necrotizing
fasciitis) have been reported in patients with type 2
DM receiving SGLT 2 inhibitors. This adverse event
is a life-threatening that requires urgent antibiotics
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4.

Scheen AJ, et al. Pharmacodynamics, efficacy and
safety of sodium-glucose co-transporter type 2
(SGLT2)inhibitors for the treatment of type 2
diabetes mellitus.Drugs 2015

5.

Ralph A, DeFronzo, Luke Norton & Muhammad
Abdul-Ghani. Review Article: Renal, metabolic and
cardiovascular considerations of SGLT2 inhibition.
Nature Reviews Nephrology. 2017; 13: 11–26.

6.

The unique mechanism of action along with a good
safety and tolerability profile, the SGLT 2 inhibitors are an
indispensable addition to existing treatments for type 2
DM. Because of the lack of data with this class of drugs
when current treatment guidelines for diabetes were
published, the SGLT 2 inhibitors are recommended as
second- or third-line therapies for diabetes. Forthcoming
data on the long-term efficacy and safety profile of these
agents should help to solidify the role of SGLT 2 inhibitors
in the management of diabetes.
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with sodium-glucose co-transporter-2 inhibitors: A
global analysis of international spontaneous
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7.
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insulin sensitivity and insulin secretion with the
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and surgery .
Following are the adverse effect that can be produced
10
by SGLT2 inhibitors .
Bone fracture Diabetic ketoacidosis Acute kidney
injury
Serious urinary tract infection Genital mycotic
infections
Lower
limb
amputation
Venous
thromboembolism Acute pancreatitis
CONCLUSION
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CPC UPDATE

Department of Otorhinolaryngology and Head
Neck Surgery organised a CPC in the month of
January 2019 in which departmental history was
presented by the Senior Professor and Head of the
Department. She also laid emphasis on the various
achievements and research work currently being
undertaken by the department. A major part of the
presentation was dedicated to the services rendered
by the department including managing complex head
and neck cancer cases, skull base surgery and
cochlear implantation, to name a few. The social
responsibility of the department was highlighted by
active participation of the department in observing
“Quit Tobacco” and “No Horn” campaigns.
Followed by the departmental introduction, an
interesting case was discussed.
A 25 years old Hindu male consulted in the ENT
OPD with the chief complaint of Nasal discharge
since 6 months.
Facial pain since 6 months
Right ear discharge since 6 months

No history of sneezing/itching/anosmia After a
week patient developed ear discharge from the right
ear which was spontaneous in onset, mucopurulent,
intermittent, non foul smelling, not blood stained, no
aggravating/relieving factors Patient also complained
of decreased hearing associated with ear discharge.
No h/o vertigo/tinnitus.
Patient also had c/o cough associated with chest
pain No c/o change of voice/ difficulty in swallowing/
noisy breathing.
Past History
The patient was not a known case of Diabetes
mellitus or hypertension. There was no history of
asthma / drug allergy /Tuberculosis or seizures. There
was no history of hospitalisation/prolonged
medications/surgery.
Personal History
The patient is vegetarian. Bowel/Bladder habits
were regular. Sleep and appetite were normal. There
was no history of tobacco chewing or smoking.

Cough with chest pain since 6 months

No such episodes in family were reported.

History of presenting illness

General Physical Examination

The patient was apparently asymptomatic 6
months back when he developed bilateral nasal
discharge and nasal blockage. The discharge was
mucoid in nature, occasionally blood stained,
intermittent, moderate quantity, no aggravating or
relieving factors, no diurnal or positional variations.
Patient also c/o dull aching pain on the eyebrows and
bridge of nose which was more in the morning and
gradually decreased as the day passed. Pain was
relieved on taking medications and only to reappear
as the effect wanes off.

BP=120/70 right arm supine position P=80/min
regular, normal volume ,no radio-radial and radiofemoral delay SpO2=99% on room air RR=18/min
Temp-98.3 f
Local Examination
When the patient had earlier visited us the
external appearance was normal. Later on after 4
months patient developed saddle nose. Anterior
rhinoscopy revealed blood stained discharge present
bilaterally with inflamed mucosa.
Right ear central perforation was present.

Department of Otorhinolaryngology and Head
Neck Surgery SMS Medical College Jaipur
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Oral cavity and throat were normal.
Investigations
CBC, DLC, ESR, coagulation profile, LFT, RFT
all were within normal limits.
NCCT PNS s/o spheno-ethmoid soft tissue
density
Case Summary
25 year old male presented to ENT OPD with the
chief complain of nasal discharge and blockage.
Nasal endoscopy revealed boggy and
oedematous mucosa. NCCT PNS was suggestive of
soft tissue density in spheno-ethmoid region. Patient
was planned for biopsy. A tissue sample from nasal
mucosa was sent for HPE which revealed chronic
granulomatous inflammation ( possibility of TB) with
no signs of vasculitis. CB-NAAT was negative. The
patient also developed chest pain with cough for
which he was referred to Pulmonary medicine and
Internal medicine department. HRCT chest was done
which revealed bilateral pulmonary nodules with
pleural effusion. The sputum tested negative for the
presence of AFB. The patient underwent a new
battery of test to rule out the granulomatous disease
including antinuclear antibodies, ANCA, VDRL. The
cANCA was reported strongly positive. Rest all tests
were negative. The urine sample revealed no sign of
hematuria or RBC casts.
With high suspicion of tuberculosis the patient
was started on anti-tubercular medicine.
The patient took ATT for 3 months and had
started felling better. After 3 months when the patient
visited back her had developed saddle nose. Nasal
endoscopy revealed features of atrophic rhinitis with
extensive destruction of turbinates. The patient again
underwent chest and nasal imaging. Surprisingly the
chest condition of the patient improved as the nodule
size had decreased and pleural effusion had cleared.
But the nasal CT revealed extensive nasal destruction.
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The case was provisionally diagnosed to be
Wegner’s Granulomatosis (Granulomatosis with
Polyangitis) Anti-tubercular medicines were stopped
and patient was started on chemotherapy.
Discussion
Granulomatous diseases are characterised by
presence of granuloma consisting of macro phages,
epithelioid cells and multinucleated giant cells.
Granulomatous conditions are often divided on the
basis of etiology in infectious and non-infectious. In
India tuberculosis forms the major chunk of
granulomatous diseases. The pathologic hallmark is
the coexistence of vasculitisand granulomas and
classically involves a triad of airway, lung and renal
disease1.
The etiology of Wegener’s is not clear and it is
postulated that a hypersensitivity reaction with an
2
immune response to an unknown stimulus .
Clinical features pertaining to the involvement
of various systemic involvement. Pulmonary
symptoms include cough, pleuritic pain. The presence
of nodules which often cavitate. Around 30 to 90
percent patients develop renal symptoms. Signs of
2
renal involvement are red cell casts in urine .
The patient may also develop symptoms
pertains to dacrocystitis, conjunctivitis, corneal
ulceration, otitis media with effusion.
Laryngeal involvement though rare may present
with subglottic or upper tracheal stenosis leading to
stridor.
There are reported cases of Wegener’s diseases
and the specificity of cANCA is not reliable to
diagnose a case as Wegner’s until other systemic
involvement is present. There have been conflicting
results regarding the presence of ANCA in
tuberculosis. In a country like India where
tuberculosis is highly prevalent we need to have a
high degree of suspicion. ACR criteria was proposed
in 1990 for the diagnosis of Wegener’s Granulomatosis.
The RMJ Issue Dec- 2019

CPC UPDATE

Nasal or Oral

Development of painful or painless

other cytotoxic drugs2.

Inflammation

oral ulcers or purulent or bloody
nasal discharge

The nasal symptoms an be managed by topical
preparations including intranasal steroids, glucose
2
and glycerine drops and saline douching .

Abnormal
Chest X ray

Presence of nodules, fixed
infiltrates or cavities

Urinary
Sediment

Microhematuria or red cell casts the
urine sediment.

Augmentation rhinoplasty can be done to treat
the saddle nose only after disease process has been
quiescent for some years2.
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ESR, cANCA and CRP are all used to monitor
clinical progress of the disease.
Treatment mainly consists of immune
suppressive chemotherapy including steroids and
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CASE REPORT
True Broad Ligament Fibroid: A Diagnostic Dilemma
Mukesh Mittal*, Aparna Singh**, Nirma Chahar**, Asha Verma***

ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION:
Uterine leiomyomas are benign neoplasm
affecting 20%–30% of women older than 35 years.
However, extra uterine leiomyomas are rare and they
present a greater diagnostic challenge both
radiologically and clinically. These leiomyomas
occur in unusual locations with unusual growth
patterns that make their identification challenging.
Examples of leiomyomas with an uncommon growth
pattern include diffuse peritoneal leiomyomatosis,
intravenous leiomyomatosis, benign metastasizing
leiomyomas, retroperitoneal leiomyomas, and
1
parasitic leiomyomas . Broad ligament leiomyomas
account for less than 1% all leiomyomas2. A false
broad ligament leiomyoma develops from the lateral
surface of the uterus whereas a true broad ligament
leiomyoma is conventionally believed to develop
from mesenchymal remnants found in the broad
ligament or smooth muscle in the media of blood
vessels in the broad ligament. Clinically these lesions
may manifest as extra-uterine pelvic masses that
compress the urethra, bladder neck or ureter,
producing symptoms of varying degrees of urinary
outflow obstruction2. Most common secondary
changes in fibroids are degenerations, infections,
hemorrhage, and necrosis.

Myxoid degeneration is a rare complication of
benign fibroid, where presence of cystic changes
mimics the metastatic malignant ovarian tumor. The
atypical location and sometimes aggressive growth of
these variant tumors present a diagnostic dilemma
regarding the benignity of the lesion. Moreover,
appearing adnexal in location, they may be confused
with ovarian tumours. In the presence of such a
pattern, a synchronous uterine leiomyoma or a
previous hysterectomy for removal of a primary
uterine tumor may be indicative of the diagnosis1.
Thus knowledge of the unusual and protean imaging
manifestations of these almost always benign entities
is essential to distinguish them from malignant
1
tumors that may bear a close resemblance .
CASE REPORT:
A 39 years old nulliparous (divorced) woman
presented with the complaints of lump abdomen of 6
months duration and pain in lower abdomen of 15
days duration. Her previous medical history or family
history was not significant for the present complaints.
On general examination blood pressure was 110/70
mm Hg and pulse rate was 82 bpm. Per-abdomen
examination was normal. Per-speculum examination
revealed a healthy cervix. On per-vaginal
examination cervix appeared pulled up. Uterus was
anteverted and anteflexed and a large lump was felt
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lateral to the uterus on the left side. An ultrasound
examination was done to evaluate the lump. On
ultrasound a solid mass measuring 110x95mm with a
large cystic component was noted in the left adnexal
region. On colour doppler examination significant
vascularity was noted within the mass. Left ovary was
not visualized separately. Right ovary appeared
normal in size shape and echotexture. Imaging of the
uterus was significant for two well-defined
hypoechoic mass lesions measuring 23x17mm and
13x11mm likely leiomyomas. There was no evidence
of associated as cites, peritoneal deposits or enlarged
lymph nodes. The mass was thus indeterminate on
ultrasound imaging and the differential included a
complex mass of ovarian origin, broad ligament
leiomyoma with cystic degeneration and broad
ligament lymphadenopathy. Magnetic Resonance
imaging was advised to the patient for better
evaluation of the origin of the lesion
and
characterization of its contents. But due to financial
constraints the patient could not afford an Magnetic
Resonance Imaging scan. Serum markers were done
to rule out a malignant pathology and CA125, CEA,
AFP came out to be within normal limits. Other
routine lab investigations including Hb, TLC, DLC,
Blood Urea, Creatinine and ECG were normal. A
diagnostic laparoscopy was performed under all
aseptic precautions through 2 ports. Uterus and
bilateral adnexa were identified. Bilateral ovaries and
fallopian tubes were healthy. There was a mass of
about 10x8 cm implanted between the left lateral
pelvic wall and uterus and around 2x2 cm fibroids on
anterior and posterior wall of uterus. The presence of
synchronous benign fibroids favored benignity of the
mass. So decision of laparotomy was taken. On
laparotomy left side fibroid mass was mobilized from
all sides and excised. Post-operative course was
uneventful. The excised mass was sent for
histopathological examination. The gross specimen
had an external smooth surface and the cut surface
was grey white. Microscopic examination revealed
The RMJ Issue Dec- 2019

well encapsulated benign spindle cell lesion
comprising of fascicles of benign spindle cells.
Histomorphology was consistent with leiomyomata.
So final diagnosis of a true broad ligament fibroid
with cystic degeneration was made.
DISCUSSON:
Occasionally, leiomyomas become adherent to
surrounding structures (e.g. the broad ligament,
omentum, or retroperitoneal connective tissue),
develop an auxiliary blood supply, and lose their
original attachment to the uterus, thus becoming
“parasitic”1. Broad ligament leiomyomas, a type of
parasitic leiomyomas are extra uterine leiomyomas
that occur in relation to the broad ligament. It can of
two types: true and false. A true broad ligament
leiomyoma arises from the muscle fibers in the
mesometrium and the ureter passes medial to the mass
whereas a false broad ligament fibroid arises from the
lateral wall of the uterus itself and bulges outwards
between the layers of the broad ligament. Ureter
passes laterally to a false broad ligament fibroid.
Clinically, these lesions may manifest as extrauterine
pelvic masses that compress the urethra, bladder
neck, or ureter, producing symptoms of varying
degrees of urinary outflow obstruction or secondary
hydroureteronephrosis. On USG typical leiomyoma
has a whorled appearance with variable echogenicity.
The differential for a broad ligament fibroid includes
masses of ovarian origin, broad ligament cyst and
lymphadenopathy. Magnetic Resonance Imaging
may be useful for differentiating broad ligament
fibroids from masses of ovarian or tubal origin.
Typical fibroids demonstrate low to intermediate
signal intensity (SI) on T1 weighted images and low
SI on T2 weighted images. Myxoid degeneration and
necrosis may be visible as high SI on both T1 and T2
weighted images. Cystic degeneration occurs in 4%
of cases and is considered a sequel of edema3. On both
T1- and T2-weighted images the appearance of
myxoid degenration is a cobblestone-like appearance
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due to hyaline degeneration, with high-signal
intensity foci representing areas of infarction due to
4
rapid growth . In the present case, cystic degeneration
with intervening septations in an adnexal mass raised
the suspicion of ovarian neoplasm as the ovaries were
not seen as separate from the lesion. But since the
tumour markers were normal and there was absence
of ascites, peritoneal deposits or malignant
lymphadenopathy thus the lesion did not appear
definitely malignant on sonography. Morever, the
finding of synchronous benign fibroids in the uterus
suggested a possible benign nature, thus making the
final diagnosis a difficult one. Magnetic Resonance
imaging is the most useful imaging modality for
characterizing these tumors, because, regardless of
their anatomic location, classic leiomyomas have
signal intensity similar to that of smooth muscle but in
this case due to financial restraints the patient could

not get Magnetic Resonance imaging done. However,
histopathologic analysis is usually required to
confirm the diagnosis. In conclusion leiomyomas
occur infrequently outside the uterus. Although they
are histologically benign, extra uterine leiomyomas
may mimic malignant tumors at imaging and may
present a diagnostic challenge. The clinical
symptoms and imaging features depend on the
location of the lesion and on its growth pattern. A
typical whorled appearance at Ultra Sonography, and
signal intensity similar to that of smooth muscle at T1and T2-weighted Magnetic Resonance imaging,
strongly favor a diagnosis of leiomyoma. Familiarity
with potential extra uterine sites and with the
complete spectrum of imaging features characteristic
of these tumors, including their more unusual
manifestations, facilitates their timely diagnosis and
appropriate management1.

Trans-abdominal ultrasound showing a solid mass
measuring 11x9.5 cm in left adnexa, with a large
cystic component mimicking an ovarian malignancy

Trans-abdominal ultrasound showing a solid mass
measuring 11x9.5 cm in left adnexa, with a large
cystic component mimicking an ovarian malignancy.
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CASE REPORT
Early T-cell Precursor Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia/lymphoma:
First Experience in Diagnosing this Recent Entity
Sandhya Gulati*, Nidhi Sharma**

ABSTRACT
E a r l y T- c e l l p r e c u r s o r ( E T P ) a c u t e
lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma is a recently
recognized high- risk T lymphoblastic
leukemia/lymphoma (T- ALL/LBL) subgroup. We
describe a patient who was a seventeen year old male
and had presented with a discharging vertebral sinus
and no other complaints. Routine CBC showed TLC
of 240x10^3/ul and peripheral blood film showed
60% blasts. We did a Flow Cytometry on the
peripheral blood and the blasts were positive for CD7,
CD2, CD34, CD 38, CD13 andcCD3. The blasts were
negative for CD 19, CD 20, CD 79a, CD 3, CD 5, CD
8, CD 4, CD 10, HLA DR, CD 33, CD 117, CD1a and
MPO. Based on the above immunophenotype the
patient was given a provisional diagnosis of ETPALL and was advised cytogenetics. The optimal
therapeutic approaches to adult patients with ETPALL/LBL are poorly characterized. We hereby report
the first case diagnosed in our institute.
KEYWORDS : ETP, ALL, Flow cytometry,
Immunophenotype
INTRODUCTION
Early T cell precursor (ETP) acute
lymphoblastic leukemia/lymphoma is a recently
recognized high risk T lymphoblastic leukemia/
lymphoma (T- ALL/LBL) subgroup. Early T cell

precursors are recent thymic immigrants from the
bone marrow which retain multilineage
differentiation potential suggesting their direct
derivation from the hematopoietic stem cells. In the
2008 WHO classification of hematological
malignancies, ETP- ALL was included within the
early T-ALLL/LBL category. In the 2016 revision of
the WHO, this subgroup is recognized as a new
provisional entity1. This unique disease entity is
defined by a characteristic immunophenotype
(CD1a-, CD 8-, CD5 dim + and positive for one or
more stem cell/myeloid marker) and a distinct
2
molecular profile .
CASE REPORT
A seventeen year old male had presented with a
discharging vertebral sinus and no other complaints.
He had a low grade fever, no hepatosplenomegaly and
no lymphadenopathy. Routine CBC showed
Hemoglobin 9 gm%, Total Leukocyte Count of
240x10^3/ul and platelet count of 105x10^3/ul.
Peripheral blood film showed 60% blasts. The blasts
were round to irregularly shape in different sizes, had
granular nuclear chromatin, 1 to 4 nucleoli and
variable amounts of cytoplasm. Typical Auer rods
also could be seen in some blasts. On cytochemistry,
all blasts were MPO negative and few exhibited dot
positivity on PAS staining. Flow cytometry was done
on peripheral blood and blasts showed CD7+, CD2+,
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CD34+, CD13+ and cCD3+. The blasts were negative
for CD19, CD20, CD79a, CD 33, CD117, CD1a and
MPO (Figure No.1). Based on the above
immunophenotype the patient was given a

provisional diagnosis of ETP-ALL and was advised
cytogenetics. Cytogenetics was done outside and was
reported negative for all common ALL, AML
matches, thus favoring a diagnosis of ETP-ALL.

Figure No. 1: Immunophenotype profile done on peripheral blood. T cell markers CD7, CD2, and cCD3
were positive. Myeloid marker CD13 and immaturity marker CD34 were also positive. The blasts were
negative for B cell markers like CD19, CD20 and CD79a. Other negative markers were CD 33, CD117,
CD1a and MPO.
DISCUSSION
ETP ALL is a recently described subgroup of TAll characterized by a very early arrest in T cell
differentiation, identified by a distinct gene
2
expression signature and immunophenotype . In
general, the clinical features reported for this
62

condition are variable and no significant association
with age, sex, and total leukocyte count at
3
presentation is noted . However two features are
stressed upon: 1) lower frequency of mediastinal
mass and 2) presentation in late pediatric or early
adulthood3. Early T cell precursors are a subset of
The RMJ Issue Dec- 2019
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thymocytes that retain stem cell like features
possessing both T lymphocyte and myeloid
developmental potential. Frequency of ETP-ALL
varies among studies around 10-15% of T ALL3.
No specific cytogenetic abnormalities are
associated with ETP-ALL. The common fusion genes
found in other leukemias like ETV6-PDGFRA, BCRABL, E2A-PBX1, AML1-ETO, MLL are usually
2-3
negative in ETP-ALL . A higher frequency of del
13q and KMT2A rearrangements have been
2-3
reported . ETP- ALL/LBL was initially associated
with poor prognosis with poor response to lymphoid
cell directed chemotherapy and very high risk of
remission induction failure and/or subsequent
hematological relapse. The poor outcome of the
patients treated with current standard intensive
chemotherapy protocols for ALL indicates the need
for alternate treatment strategies. Treatment
intensification according to the MRD status seems to
improve the outcome. However, in 2016, a MD
Anderson study reported again a dismal prognostic
impact for survival of patients with ETPALL3.
CONCLUSION :

younger adult which have combined myeloid and
lymphoid appearance should alert one to a possibility
of this entity. This relatively newer entity is currently
defined by a distinctive immunophenotype on Flow
cytometry.
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ETP-ALL is a diagnosis that requires high index
of suspicion. Variable blast size on morphology in a
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CASE REPORT
Anaesthetic Management of Orbital Hydatid Cysts: Case Report
Alaka Purohit*, Sindoora Sumithran**

ABSTRACT
Orbital hydatid cyst is a rare form of hydatidosis,
comprising less than 1% of all hydatid cysts reported.
The first choice of treatment for orbital hydatid cyst is
surgery. Anaesthetic management was done with
routine drugs and emergency drugs were well
prepared for combating anaphylactic reactions.
Multiple cysts from the orbit were removed
completely after aspirating the contents. Keen
observation was made intaoperatively and
postoperatively regarding anaphylaxis. We
concluded the case safely without any complication.
Keywords: General anaesthesia, orbital hydatid
cyst, E. granulosus, anaphylactic reaction
INTRODUCTION
Hydatid cyst is a parasitic disease caused by
Echinococcus granulosus (E. granulosus)1-3. The
disease is more common in the rural areas of South
America, East and North Africa, and the Middle East,
mainly in the Mediterranean countries, and is less
4
common in developed countries . Hydatid cysts with
orbital involvement are rare, comprising less than 1%
of all systemic involvements of hydatid cysts1.
CASE REPORT

A 26-year-old man was admitted to the
Ophthalmology Department of SMS medical college
and attached hospitals, Jaipur with complaints of
proptosis since 1 year in left eye associated with
decrease in vision. A provisional diagnosis of hydatid
cyst was made based on CT scan and MRI reports. No
additional pathologies were detected in his
neurologic and systemic examinations. Blood tests
and erythrocyte sedimentation rate were normal.
Histopathological diagnosis of the mass (which was
completely surgically excised) confirmed it to be a
hydatid cyst.
Anaesthetic Management
Anaesthetic management was similar to any
other cases of hydatid cyst carried out under general
anaesthesia. After thorough pre operative checkup
patient was given a cover of steroid (Hydrocortisone
100 mg+ Dexamethasone 8 mg) along with
premedication (Inj Renitidine 1mg/kg + Inj
Glycopyrrolate 0.005mg/kg + Inj Fentanyl 1mcg/kg +
Inj Midazolam 0.01mg/kg) via a secure intravenous
line. Induction was done using Inj Thiopentone
6mg/kg and Inj Atracurium 0.5mg/kg. IPPV given
using 100% oxygen. Under direct laryngoscopy
patient was intubated using endotracheal tube no. 8.5
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ID. Bilateral air entry was checked, cuff inflated and
fixed at 22 mark. Maintenance of anesthesia was
carried out using N2O:O2 60:40, Isoflurane 0.25-1%
and Inj Atracurium 10 mg IV SOS. Intra operatively,
Inj Hydrcortisone, Inj Dexamethasone, Inj
Pheneramine, Inj Adrenaline, Inj Atropine, and Inj
Ephedrine, Inj Noradrenaline, Inj Dobutamine, Inj
Amiadarone, were kept handy in case there was
spillage of the cyst contents and patient went into
anaphylactic shock. In this case, the surgeon could not
remove the cysts intact without disturbing the nearby
structures and hence chose to aspirate the contents
before removing the capsule. After the surgery all
anaesthetic agents were withdrawn, oral suctioning
was done and on return of spontaneous respiration Inj
Neostigmine 2.5mg and Inj Glycopyrrolate 0.4 mg
were given. Patient was extubated after deflating the
cuff and shifted to recovery room where he was kept
under observation No anaphylactic reactions were
observed in the intraoperative and postoperative
period. Patient was kept under observation for 24
hours. Cases of hydatidosis present a situation to
anesthetist where there could be systemic
anaphylaxis whenever there is spillage of cyst
contents but fortunately we concluded the case safely
without any complication.
DISCUSSION
Echinococcus granulosus definitive hosts are
wild and domestic canids. Natural intermediate are
usually ungulates, including sheep and goats.
Humans are aberrant intermediate hosts, and become
infected by ingesting eggs. Oncospheres are released
in the intestine, and hydatid cysts develop in a variety
of organs. The most common locations for hydatid
cysts are in the liver (60%–70%) and the lungs
(20%)3-4. Less than 1% of all cystic involvements
account for the orbit, making it a rare location for
The RMJ Issue Dec- 2019

echinococcosis5. Hydatidosis of the orbit is more
common among young adults and children6. Hydatid
cyst of the orbit is usually limited to a single location
with systemic involvement being a rare occurance.
Orbital involvement is usually unilocular, without
2-3
right or left dominancy . The cysts are usually
located in the retrobulbar region, and may be
extraconal or intraconal. The superior quadrant of the
visual field is usually affected in cases of extraconal
involvement2.
Unilateral proptosis is the most common clinical
finding in intraorbital hydatid cyst cases2-3. Other
findings include loss of vision, orbital pain, chemosis,
5-7
palpebral oedema, and orbital cellulitis . Painless
and slow-growing proptosis is a highly suspicious
indicator of orbital hydatid cyst in endemic regions.
Cystic mass lesions like abscesses, mucocele,
intraorbital haematomas, lacrimal tumours or cysts,
and lymphangiomas must be considered in the
5-7
differential diagnosis . Surgery is the first treatment
of choice for orbital hydatid cyst, and a preoperative
diagnosis is important in order to avoid rupture of the
cyst which can cause anaphylactic shock and spread
of the parasitic disease3-4,8. Although serological tests
(ex: Casoni’s Test) are used for diagnosis of hydatid
cyst, they are usually negative in cases of orbital
involvement. Therefore, radiological imaging
methods are valuable in the diagnosis of orbital
hydatid cysts2-3.
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A LETTER TO EDITOR
Carving Path to Fulfilment and Satisfaction
Suresh Gupta*, Rishika Agarwal**, Pragati Bhatnagar***

Sir,
The more our society gets caught up in today's
rat – race, an unending yet unyielding tryst for more
money, fame and recognition, the more it inches
towards drowning itself in the profound abyss of
mental illnesses. Such mental illnesses affect a
person’s capabilities in all spheres of life namely,
personal, social and professional and goes on to
influence and modulate differentially across the
section of society, a fact that is difficult to appreciate.
One such example has been put forth by an upcoming
management aspirant, coming from a highly literate
family with mother as teacher, father an officer of
Rajasthan Administrative Services (RAS) and other
sibling serving in Indian Administrative Services
(IAS); who has not only surpassed the challenge of
being a psychiatrically specially abled patient on
regular treatment under an eminent Senior
Psychiatrist, Professor (Dr.) Suresh Gupta at S.M.S.
Medical College and its Attached Hospital of
Psychiatric Centre, Jaipur; but has also faced the
vicissitudes of life with flying colours and has been
selected for admission in first attempt at Indian
Institute of Management (IIM), Ahmedabad, besides
other top ranking Institutes of the nation.
In this background I took this liberty to share

such a patient’s tumultuous but thought – provoking
journey through the undulating corridors of a bipolar
psychiatric disorder giving an invaluable insight into
unstructured and unlaid rules of the society at large,
wherein such patients face interesting challenges in
life with suggestions to help others to cope up and
carve their own path through such an eventful
odyssey of long protracted mental illness. The
following are the lessons learnt that could pave way
for a better appreciation of the disease process.
Lesson Number One: Listen, Empathize and Be
There With Someone You Know and Care who
incidentally is suffering from Mental Illness
In India, a lot of stigma and blemish still marks
various disease processes of Mental Illness. Very few
people who suffer from it talk about it openly. This not
only perpetuates the stigma further, but also leads to
no help being provided to such people who are
diagnosed with Mental Illness. Keeping in view the
prevalent mind – set of people at large and in order to
try to do away with the shackles, this onerous task was
taken to share such experiences, travails and journey
of being diagnosed with Bipolar Disorder and its
management with subsequent recovery through the
concerted and unswerving efforts of family of the
patient and treating psychiatrist, i.e., myself.
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Lesson Number Two: Listen Patiently and Do Not
Be Judgmental

with a precept that a patient and compassionate
hearing would be given in entirety.

The diagnosis of a Bipolar Disorder, whose
prognosis still remains guarded as of this date, is taken
with reservation, awe and immense consternation by
the attendants of the patients including the parents of
the patients. The said patient had no genetic history of
bipolar disorder and it was a shocking experience for
both the patient and his family members. The most
important thing that the attendants and parents of the
patient need to appreciate and willfully observe and
instill in themselves is the prowess and ability to
Listen and that too with patience and perseverance.

Lesson Number Three: Encourage to seek
Professional Help

Some of the experiences of the patient were too
alien to himself and his parents and they could not
understand what know what to make of them. For
instance, once when the patient was admitted as an
emergency measure in the Intensive Care Unit (ICU)
and had constantly complaint of auditory
hallucinations persistent for two days straight, the
parents were perplexed with the whole phenomenon
and had no clue what their son was talking about but
still, they stuck to the premise of Always Listening to
their Son. Under extreme stress, the patient’s vision
blurred and vomited whenever things got too much to
handle and the patient could not look at objects with
stripes or lines on them without getting nauseous. The
patient’s parents could not relate to any of these
things, but they persisted with patience and tenacity
for the past decade or so and had been and still are
most forbearing and indulgent listeners. It is very
important for the parents and attendants of such
patients to inculcate and infuse the feeling of being
wanted and warmth, no matter how weird or unusual
the experiences of such cases could be. The patients
need to feel comforted with the appreciation that such
afflicted persons have people around them with
whom they could talk without the fear of being
subjected to judgmental innuendos and insinuations,
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Without discounting the role and efforts of
cohesive family unit of the society, the need of the
hour is that a Specialized Personnel, a Skilled
Psychiatrist, plays an immense and important role in
helping manage bipolar disorder effectively. The
family and friends need to be supportive and
understanding with specialized counsel and
management from a Psychiatrist/Therapist. Mental
health therapists are professionally and scientifically
trained to identify patterns in a patient’s personality
and work on them accordingly to rectify thought
patterns and behaviors. The said patient been fighting
bipolar disorder for around more that eleven odd
years and incidentally with the intervention of family,
friends and a skilled psychiatrist, the patient could see
a new dawn. There is no shame in seeking
professional help, so encourage your loved one to
seek it if one is going through demanding and tasking
phase in one’s life.
Lesson Number Four: Do Not Motivate
That's right – Do Not Motivate. I am sure you
have the best of intentions when you take to
motivating a loved one suffering from any mental
illness by using phrases like “cheer up”, “be positive”,
“go for a jog, everything will be alright”, “start
smiling more”, “thoda socialize kar” etc. However,
the fact is that a person is not sulking by choice. It’s
the chemicals/neurotransmitters in the brain that
prevent the patient to be cheerful, no matter how hard
one tries. So instead of suggesting to cheer up, just
lend a patient and appreciative ear and let the patient
know that there is someone for them. Moreover,
here’s the thing about motivation – it wears out.
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The patient during severe dipping phases of
bipolar disorder, are invariably caught in this web of
seesaw. There are days when a patient could would
pep oneself up and decide that no matter how deep or
dark a pit of depression could take place, the patient
could gather his/her feathers and pick himself/herself
up, a phase that is invariably and cyclically followed
by depression. The family and treating psychiatrist
need to be aware of such a vicious cycle, and hence,
instead of motivating, efforts need to be made to
provide a sense of stability. It is imperative to keep a
serene and equanimous approach across both the
phases of highs and lows that empathizing with the
patient.
Lesson Number Five: Strike A Balance between
Aggression and Diffidence
The parents need to go in full – parent mode
giving their child lot of space, wherein the emotion of
empathy needs to be properly and adequately
nurtured, though caution needs to be emphasized that
the parents should not go over – board and be over –
protective. The parents need to appreciate, realize and
be sensitive that their child would experience bi –
phasic and bi – polarity emotional swings confining to
their room in isolation for days, sleeping for more
than sixteen hours a day, cutting themselves off from
the world, de – socializing themselves. However, the
parents need to strike the right cord of optimal balance
between caring and over – protection giving adequate
space, as the latter tends to be detrimental to the
disease process.
In this aspect, the optimal balance needs to be
ensured between space so needed with subtle nudge to
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bring the patient out of the induced – shell come out of
the room and put up a fight. The patient should not
succumb and make all out efforts to come out of
comfort zone learning the phenomenal art of
balancing life alongside the disease process.
Moreover, when at a loss of appreciation of the
disease process the parents, siblings and friends need
to be empathetic and be caring, resolute and
perseverant.
The Bottomline: With Mental Illness, One Size
Does Not Fit All
The kind of help received by one person may or
may not work for others. In case of seeking help,
consult experienced personnel and a therapist. Every
patient of bipolar disorder is unique and the
management protocol has to be customized
accordingly.
Take Home Message
Moreover, remember that undue pressure and
demands should not be scaled and one should not get
committed to a particular management counseling
protocol. Expectations need to be kept in check. Be
patient. Half of the job is done if the therapist is
willing to help and empathize with the patient. Over
time, learn, and devise your own ways and just be
there.
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